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In recent years, the range of experimental information on

high energy scattering, particularly two-body events, of the

strongly interacting particles or hadrons has become both more

extensive and more detailed. In this energy region, beginning at

a few GeV (incident particle laboratory energy) measurements of

two-body processes have yielded differential cross-sections, •££ ,

which, for fixed values of momentum transfer, appear to be smooth

and non-oscillatory functions of energy giving a simple asya^ptotic

behaviour at infinite energy. Oscillations may perhaps exist but

are either too slow to be seen at present energies or too fast for

the resolution of measuring instruments. In general, they are com¬

pletely ignored in theoretical analyses of high energy scattering.

An overall feature of two-body data is that, except for elastic

scattering, the typical differential cross-section falls quickly

to zero with increasing energy. The elastic cross-section ®il
appears to approach a finite non-zero limit at infinite energy,

An equally important observation is that for all high energy two-

body processes, elastic or otherwise, exhibits a sharp forward

peak, that is, the majority of events occur at small scattering

angles, corresponding to •glancing1 collisions. Recent experiments

have been concerned not just with measuring the magnitude of the

physical amplitude, l,e, but with detecting its phase and

interesting information on spin polarizations of emitted particles

has been obtained. Our aim, in fact, in this thesis is an
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understanding of certain polarization measurements made In the

forward 'peaked* direction.

There is still no theory of high energy scattering if, by

theory, one means a set of * physically intuitive* axioms from which

the experimental quantities can be logically deduced. Instead, one

believes in a number of conservation laws and analyticity properties

which the strong interaction amplitudes obey, namely, Lorentz, P, C,

T and isospin invariance, baryon number and strangeness conservation,

certain analyticity of the scattering amplitude in its kinematic

variables, crossing symmetry and to a limited extent, unitary sym¬

metry, What one does is to devise particular dynamical models,

based on sunt assumed physical mechanism and aimed at describing cer¬

tain aspects of the data, which inherently satisfy these principles.

Where tested, these *laws* have held good for hadron reactions and

so provide a generally sound theoretical framework within which the

dynamical models may be used.

The work of this thesis is directed towards a description of

two-body inelastic processes and deals with a refinement of two

particular dynamical models - the peripheral or onentneson-exchange

model and the Regge pole model. The former is essentially a field

theoretic model and hence incorporates the symmetry laws in a

natural way but has a restricted freedom on account of a lack of

arbitrary parameters in its formulation. The Regge model which,

likewise, has all symmetry principles 'built-in* is considerably

more successful in fitting data because it provides a large number

of free parameters. In this sense, it is, perhaps, less 'dynamic'.
The Important modification is that of absorption or the effect on

a particular inelastic channel of all other available competing
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channels. The •absorptive peripheral model1 was originally

developed, after the shortcomings of the pure peripheral model

had bean revealed, by combining the Feynman exchange of a meson

with a crude estimate of the absorptive effect, but proved less

successful than had been hoped. It has largely been superseded

by the Regge model.

We shall be concerned with one particular experimental

measurement, namely the non-zero polarization of the emitted

neutron in pion nucleon charge exchange, a reaction which we

believe is governed by the exchange of the quantum numbers of

the p meson. Both dynamical models, in their simplest applica¬

tion, predict that this quantity should be zero. It is cur

thesis that en accurate treatment of the absorption, a meaningful

phrase for the pion nuoleon system, might well supply sufficient

structure to the physical amplitudes of either model to give the

polarization. Since the Regge model already successfully des¬

cribes all other aspects of the pion nuoleon system it would be

especially satisfying if our proposed modification to it not

only gave the charge exchange polarization but maintained these

good fits, we introduce the field of study in Chapter 1 where

the peripheral model is developed and discussed and the absorptive

model derivations of Burand and chlu and of Gottfried and Jackson

are presented. Thereafter, we outline the essense of the Regge

pole approach and discuss in some detail the meaning of applying

absorptive corrections to it. In Chapter 2, we present a peripheral
model calculation of pion nucleon Charge exchange for which the

absorptive factore are obtained by a detailed parameterization



of various aspects of pion nucleoli elastic data. Finally, in

Chapter 3, essentially the same calculation is repeated within

the Regge framework. However, the absorptive factors are then

given in a natural way by the Regge poles of the system.
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In the OeV region of incident particle energy, 2~body

reactions of the type

A + B —> G ♦ D (1.1)

may he grouped into three classes:

a) elastic, A ♦ B —>■ A + B |

h) simple inelastio charge or strangeness exchange reactions

like x~p —> x°n |

c) o-oalled #quasi-2 body* processes in chick, in effect, C or

D is an intermediate resonance which decays to produce a multi-

particle final state.

The percentage of type e) relative to all inelastic processes

resulting from the interaction of A with B is lower than was at

first probably thought and decreases with increasing incident

energy (for example, to leas than 10°/o for at 8 GeV/c ^)
but, in particular reaction channels the percentage relative to

the channel may be much higher (for example, x+p-* jap and
x+p —* * % account for 50°/o of x+p —> px+x° at 8 GeV/c).
The striking feature of processes of type (1) is that the angular

distribution or differential cross-section exhibits a very pronounced

forward (and leea pronounced backward) diffraction-like peak for

energies far above threshold (in the low GeV region and above).
In the forward direction the 'universal9 peak has a form



i<r + o-'fc2*
£ = C1

(1.2)

t la the (negative) squared ^-momentum transfer and b and e

are positive. The second order term is very small

(0 4 c/b £ 0.0U) and is often omitted. The slope of the peak

is then b and this varies slowly with incident energy. In the

optical model with a black disc of radius R we can make the
o

identification of b with R /k and hence we have the notion

of the diffraction peak. Thus, instead of the outgoing particles

being distributed according to phase space the vast majority of

events is pushed into the 2 peaks at cos 9Q « - 1 (efl being
the centre of mass scattering angle) corresponding to a pre¬

dominance of low momentum transfers. For example, for 7 GeV/c
+ o

(lab.) % p the peak has *fallen off* at t <• -1 (OeV/e) and,

since t ■ -2k (1 - cos ), k being the centre of mass momentum,

this corresponds to «8 30°. The question of Whether b increases
or decreases with incident energy for different processes, i.e.

whether the peak shrinks or expands, has been the subject of much

interest in the past. Let us just say that, up to 10 OeV at least,

the typical slope generally tends to increase, b then being of

the order of 7 ~ 10 (OeV/c) • For inelastic reactions it may

be that the slope, which is very small near threshold, is trying

to reach a final value comparable to that of elastic scattering

at high energies (b ~ 10). we shall not concern ourselves with

this question further.

Elastic processes can be clearly distinguished from inelastic



processes by an inspection of the energy dependence of the forward

peak* i9e. the variation of the parameter a in (2) for fixed t

and varying s (e is the positive squared centre of mass energy).
As a increases9 elastic peaks vary little but inelastic peaks

—1 —2
tend rapidly to sero with a rate in the order s to s •

Remembering that the cross-section C for a particular process

is just the area under the corresponding curve (2) and noting

that the backward peak is typically at least 2 orders of magni¬

tude less than the forward peak shows that the energy variation

of the forward peak is at once reflected in the variation of C

(neglecting the small variation of the slope). For the elastic

ease9 the approximate constancy of the peak is reflected in the

observed asymptotic constancy of Oj. . For the Inelastic case?

the decrease of the peak may be Interpreted as the working of

unitarity. For a given initial state this says, quite generally»

that when inelasticity is a maximum9 eaoh partial cross-section

OXl and vlujL becomes the same and hence so does their

sum. If we assume that inelasticity increases with energy (and
this seems natural) then9 in view of the observed high energy

constancy of OF^ 9 we would expect the contribution of eaoh
inelastic process to decrease because the number of such available

processes is bound to increase with energy. Certain diffraction

peaks show more structure than is given by (2)9 there often being

a sudden dip at t « 0, and we know at least of one *saddle* at

t ~ -0.6 in xN charge exchange. These phenomena are understood

in the light of the behaviour with momentum transfer of the various

individual helioity amplitudes which contribute to the differential
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cross-section for appropriate reactions. For example, the forward

dip is usually attributed to the zero value of a helicity flip

amplitude at t • 0 which, in turn, is a consequence of angular

momentum conservation, we shall come to grips with these situations

later.

As a final remark let us note that for meson-baryon scattering

(and we are encouraged to keep in mind, throughout the ensuing

discussions, a typical 2-body inelastic final state resulting

from a meson-baryon Initial state) the quantum numbers of the

t-cbuannel (a + 75 —* h + d) are suitable for the exchange of a

meson whereas for the u-channel (a + d —> c + b) the exchange

of a baryon.

1.2. The Peplpherql Mpdel

The region of interest, then, to whioh we shall direct our

attention throughout is defined by the forward diffraction peak

where, by 'forward1, we mean physically that the incident particles

roughly retain their directions in the centre-of-mass system or,

in other words, that they mainly suffer glancing collisions.

Intuitively, we would expect such peripheral processes to be

mediated by the exchange of a light particle (a long range force)

or, alternatively, that large impact parameters (high partial

waves) are mainly responsible. Equlvalently, we could say that

the pole(s) of the scattering amplitude in the complex energy

plane nearest to the physical region (i.e. in the small t region)
are dominant. The lighter the mass of the exchanged particle the
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cloner is the corresponding pole to the real a-axla* Hence,

one is naturally led to consider low-mass exchange diagrams with

the t-channel state as a Feynman propagator, in which the energy
2

denominator t - m.„ is small for t small and where the©X

numerator falls off quickly with increasing momentum transfer*

The lighter the exchanged mass ar the more peripheral shouldOX

he the peak and so the pion exchange graph, Figure 1, should

work heat. The diagram for xN —> XN, X being some final

state resonance, gives an amplitude of the form

T, S;M CrJM HW

where p. is the pion mass, H(t) contains Feynman splnor factors

■nd O^t), 02(t) *r* the contributions fro» the unknown 'blobs'.
For the felaseio* ease, x|? —>pj> , with the coupling constants
specified for a definite p width and with the *blobs* having
shrunk to points, the above amplitude then gives a definite cross-

sectlon prediction, Figure 2, which turns out to be too large and

too wide* This can be traced to the fact that the produced p has
spin 1 and, in fact, for other processes, the higher the spins in

the final state the more slowly H(t) falls off and the greater

is the disagreement* One must then assume, of course, that the

error lies in not including the 'blobs* and so the form factors

°l(*), °2^ must be inserted by hand wtxleh, in principle, ia

acceptable provided they can be independently estimated* In

practice, however, the 'blob* effects and any possible corrections

to the pion propagator are grouped into the one function F(t)
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the -reaction x+p—>r*p at 2.75 GeV/c.
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(normalized by definition to unity at t ® -p ) which is then

determined empirically* For example, "by curve-fitting at
2 }

1*6 OeV/c, Amaldi and Selleri determined

c/ x O.72 0.18f'"> ■ t
^73 C1,

which replaces 0^(t) and Gg(t) in (1*3* In fact, this function
gives perfectly adequate agreement at other energies, Figure 2*

The t-dependence of F(t) is quite respectable (compare, for

example, the resonance-dominated dispersion models for nucleon

electromagnetic form factors) and so we consider the one pion

exchange model with form factor to be successful* However, an

extension of these ideas to processes in which the pion cannot

be exchanged (for example x*p —* x°N*"f+), i.e. processes

governed by p or, generally, vector meson exchange, soon falls
into trouble because, essentially, the experimental peak is

equally as sharp as before whereas the vector meson propagator

has a considerably broader distribution corresponding to the

greater exchanged mass and hence the necessary form factor must

have a more drastic t-dependence• When such an *unreasonable*

t-dependence arises from smaller masses than the exchanged raise

or even demands an exponential form', one realizes that the

essence of the Feynman graph, l*e# the original physical exchange

meohaniam, is being lost* There is another important point that

we ahould make about the general use of such a form faetor,

namely that it does only depend on t and henoe the s-dependenoe

of the oaloulated cross-section (its variation with energy) is
determined solely by the Feynman mechanism* This then, remains
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a test of the peripheral model* with apin J exchange the basic

amplitude involves a factor Pj(coa <?j) which behaves like t?
as 8 —* co* Thus, whereas the energy variation of XN —* p N
with x-exchange can be successfully accounted for (up to 8 GeV/e)
the vector exchange in, say, x+p —> *°N*++ forces the Peynman

calculation to predict a constant cross-section instead of one

which obeys the experimental decrease* This 'spin-energy'

feature manifests itself in the violation of unitarity by low

partial waves in one meson exchange diagrams* To understand the

precise meaning of this remark, let us consider an inelastic

process involving four spinless particles and described by the

complex phase shift • We may write

£tq *=°

r*
where is the theoretical peripheral amplitude* we let

oo to give the upper bound for the l-th wive and

so we require |f^| ^ 1 • This inequality or, in general,

its 'spin' analogue |f^|Z ^ ]_ (summation over the
Independent heliclty amplitudes) is violated for the first few

partial waves in all diagrams and more so, aa mentioned, for

high spin exchange• we shall return to this rather important

problem shortly when we examine a means of damping the low partial

waves*

There is one final aspeot of the peripheral model, with or

without a form factor, that we should discuss and that concerns

the decay of final state resonances into their constituents^^*
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The important point is the following. Having suitably chosen a

frame of reference the angular distribution of the constituents

relative to the frame may be written down explicitly in terms of

the spin-density matrix elements of the resonance* These elements,

in turn, are determined by the angular momentum states to which

the resonance couples* Measuring the angular distribution tells

us which matrix elements are important and hence, because we know

the spins of the initial particles, which t-ehannel angular

momentum state is dominant. The use of the appropriate Feynman

graph then allows us to calculate the matrix elements and so make

a comparison with experiment. Hence we have another test of the

peripheral model. Let us be mere specific and consider again

Figure 1 with X as the spin 1 j3 meson. From the point of
view of the argument the choice of frame is not too important

but, for peripheral reactions, one usually moves into the rest

frame of the jo and then takes the s-axls as the direction of
the incident plon, x. (in that frame) and the y-axis as the

A ^ /V A
normal to the production plane ^ ~ bif/v —i, ( "5c an^
being unit vectors in the direction of the initial pion and final

nuoleon In the jO rest frame). For a 2-body decay, such as that
of the p , the direction of one of the decay particles defines
the decay angles (€, *0 relative to the chosen axes. The choice

of frame implier that the 3-momentum transfer is antiparallel to

the z-axls. (In addition, the azimuthal angle j6 is equal to

the well-known Trieman-Yang angle, which is defined as the angle

between the plane containing the decay particles and the production

plane as seen in the rest frame of x^ ^). The Hermitian 'parity-
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coneerved* jd density matrix is

f> *

K A-»
"*■ p ^

10

J*io

in terms of which we may express, quite generally, the angular

distribution of the decay products as

W (^+) = +/!.**'* Co0^)
where all f> Bffl, are involved except • Since our choice of
axes has the Initial (plon) particle and exchange particle moving

parallel to the x-axis only intrinsic spins in the initial and/or
exchange particle will give a and m1 non-zero. For the process

of Figure 1, only jd^ should he different from zero and we
should have, predominantly

V\1 [*j f) ^ ®
"f*

For vector (l"") exchange (consider, for example, K f* K j*
via J> exchange) then similar arguments lead us to expect

Vv/ fof ^ l-i/vJ" © Ijk + Cr L& l<j>^
and so on.

In all eases, the rules of angular momentum and parity conservation

determine which matrix elements to expect, and, in fact, analyses

of resonance decay data for a variety of reactions provide substantial

evidence to consolidate the peripheral assumption of the exchange

of definite e cates of angular momentum. The question then remains

o

■71/K-+
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as to how well the lowest order Feynman graphs (with and without

form factors) do give the density matrix elements and the answer

is that the predictions are quite good although one clear limita¬

tion is that the one meson exchange graph (with or without a form

factor) predicts the same matrix elements for all t and this

would appear to be too drastic. However, the importance of the

measurement of decay correlations of resonances lies in the strong

indication one is given for the belief in definite peripheral

exchanges. A striking example occurs in the processes 7^j>
and K K N* where the double decay correlations are

very similar and where we believe both processes to be mediated

by pion exchange.

At this stage in the development of the subject we now have

a fairly clear and general picture.

1) The peripheral idea seems justified on the basis of

resonance decay data.

ii) The predicted peaks are generally too high and too wide and,

for spin ^ 1 exchange, have the wrong energy dependence.

iii) The t-dependence of form factors becomes uncomfortably drastic.

iv) The low partial waves violate the unitarity bound.

In view of statement iv) we might think that the logical move would

be to adopt an explicitly unitary formalism like that of the

K-matrix where all related coupled channels are necessarily intro¬

duced and the peripheral mechanism retained. Alternatively, we

might decide that a description of the dynamics in terms of Regge

poles is a better line of attack since it would provide an

'explanation* of the sharp peak and also, on account of the
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J-parity concept (i.e. that recurrences on each Regge trajectory

have the same value of (-)J), would contribute to the same density

matrix elements and so maintain the decay distributions*^.
However, bearing in mind that these 'alternatives' exist, let us

look again at the criticisms of the model. Statements li) and iv)

together imply that the peripheral model is not peripheral enough

in the sense that the higher partial waves should be relatively

more important than the model says they are. In other words, if

we had reason to believe in the existence of a mechanism which

would automatically damp the low partial waves, then the unitary

violation might be avoided, the peak would be reduced and sharpened,

we might not require such a strong form factor and the essential

peripheral nature of the interaction (with decays in mind) would

be preserved. Let us now see where such a mechanism may be found.

1.3 The Absorptive Effects of Competing Channels

The problem of the low partial waves is seen to have a possible

solution which is at least physically intuitive. We must first

remember that the particular (quaei-2-body inelastic) peripheral

process that we are interested in forms only a fraction of the

total inelastic cross-section in the medium GeV region (say
2 a/ 8 Oev). Furthermore, it is reasonable to suppose that the

bulk of this inelasticity is the result of the more 'violent'

low impact parameter collisions between the initial particles.

Hence, roughly speaking, an incoming incident wave 'sees* a finite

grey 'disc' which tends to absorb the low partial waves into all

available inelastic channels and to 'allow through' the higher
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partial wave8 to contribute to the peripheral process. (We are

not saying that the radius of the disc is less than the range of

the peripheral force hut only what the effect of the disc should

he. In other words, the disc should he 'blacker* at the centre

and become 'greyer' with increasing radius so that the degree

of absorption is greater for the I » 0,1,2.... waves than for

the higher waves. These remarks will have more meaning shortly).
We conjecture then that a current account of the effect of all

open channels should lead to a sharper peak. But we further

realize that it is Just this grey disc* which induces the high

energy elastic peak, optically, as shadow scattering and so we

would expect an overall mechanism in which the elastic peaks

(initial and final) directly colllmate the one particle exchange

graph of the inelastic process in question. This is the

intuitive basis of the 'absorptive' peripheral model. Despite

the fact that the derivation of the actual absorptive corrections

is (as we shall see) somewhat uncertain, the model has a simple

and rather appealing form and has been applied to a considerable

number of processes with a varying success which we shall discuss

later. Let us first outline the essential steps in the derivation

of the model.

We work in the framework of the distorted-wave Bom approxi¬

mation in non-relatlvistic potential scattering. The idea of

absorptive effects was initiated by Sopkovich^ and discussed

in detail by Durand and Chiu®\ by Gottfried and Jackson^) and by

m The particular peripheral process is not actually included in
the disc but its contribution may be neglected.
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Roas and Shaw*°\ We would Ilk© to examine the main points as

given by the former groups* firstly DC* say* and secondly* OJ,

For the inelastic process of channel i —> channel f we

postulate the existenoe of 3 distinct potentials* (the

production potential* and the complex optical potentials

describing elastic scattering in the entrance (i) and exit (f)
channels* The imaginary parts of VA and simulate the
•grey discs* as previously discussed so that* when the real parts

of these potentials are sero* the discs are *black** the resulting

elastic phase shifts are pure imaginary and the elastic scattering

is totally absorptive* <ve would then expect oolllmatlon of the

inelastic process to be a maximum* The potential picture we

would like to have in mind is given in Figure 3* where we have

represented by a one-particle exchange graph or* in

potential language* by the first Born approximation* consistent

with the assumption of Vf^ as a perturbation* The incident
wave in channel i is distorted by Vi# is then transferred
to the exit channel f where it is further distorted by Vf
so that the overall transition matrix element has the form

\. <%\xm d.w

in terms of the distorted waves* The formal problem lies in

solving the coupled equations (see DC)

"" %(■*) U.^-0 (1.5b)
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Fig. 31 Schematic representation of the distorted-wave

Born approximation at high energy.
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Fig. l+I High energy impact parameter representation.

The distortion of the plane wave due to the

potential is given "by equation (1.21).
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. *'c V JL
( LL (^j are the radial Sohrtfdinger solutions, "*$ • the

momenta) with only outgoing wares in f but outgoing waves and

an incident plane wave in 1 • The interesting scattered f
11)

wave is formally expressed as

(i!>) -- j Vf;1"'1 J/ (1.6)
The outgoing wave Green function satisfies (1.5a) with right hand

side replaced by S and is given by

\ i_ rr +-/. x r v -cts
• fe" ^ (1.7)

( being the lesser of r and r* and vice versa for ) where

IC£ is the solution of (1.5a) with right hand side sero
and r /, v

T (^fr) ^ ^J;eA h ' ^-,00

Now fT-f / -C^r- -1

j; - e 4 [ViM <*>&£-^ "§"] (1,8)
. j.
*

z [t(tV) +■^ <%)] (1.9)
Sf t 1 \ i-f* fc) £ ^ (1'10)

where (V - ^ + ^) (I.")

and the spherical Bessel# Neumann and Hankel functions are related

by
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+ii-) , i(.<-<')
0m/b\ -i ^ O^2)/ x i -i(fe>'-J^)-fcA (H ^ ^ ^ crut^cv^, j (fer) a, jy. C AwCcrv*wwi3-

-j^N ^ 4*w(>-^ • -v ^ Uo(k'-^z)
(1.12)

(X(£*) satisfies the general asymptotic identity
i-

C»o 00

y cmo y*?M+y ey- Xy*1 (.1.3)
~—51 juo

Remembering that we must treat only to first order we replace
» •

UL^(^) by U^(>l) in (1.6) and henoe obtain (for r
outside the range of V* )

1

ll!l.>. h \e^'V'1W' e";"Vi&r)

H

(X.1U)

giving, from (1.13)
00

r- -,

ft) ■ Zw-'w<ty^ jj~>
ic 0

(1.15)

C«

If we write - 2.'•(^+1) M,* ^(w>8) we obtain
£=o +'

sy
iSf ~ •

K*&
(1.16)

where

(1.17)



is the distorted-wave Bom approxiaation matrix element. The

question then remains as to when (i.e. under what conditions)
we can replace ^ "by £>fv (the usual Born approximation
calculated with free wave functions), because it is which

is identifiable with the lowest order Feynman graph(s). Remember¬

ing that, in practice, we are dealing with high energy particles

of short wavelength compared with the ranges of V1 and and
assuming that and Vf vary only slowly with r so that the
momenta of the particles are reasonably constant over many wave¬

lengths then for a transition potential of short range

compared with and we may neglect the variation of V1
and in (1.17)» replacing the functions F^(**) by free wave
solutions whose •new* momenta correspond to, say, the averaged

values of and in the restrieted range of V^. In
other language, we could say that in the entrance and exit

channels the W.K.B. approximation is valid and that Vi and
vary little from their turning values so that these values (or

averaged values in the neighbourhood of the turning points) can

be used in the integral. This sequence of approximations is

then given by, essentially

2.V/M -

( V/ « averaged value)

j - —

("I "new* momentum)

so that F"L fa) ~ ^
the free wave solution

(1.16)
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Heiwe q < /, L> c*
(1.19)

Xf the optieal potentials are sufficiently weak near the turning
. ^

points (i.e. ) then we may put ~ H • This

assumption is worst for the lowest values of l hut it is just

these contributions to the peripheral process which are going to
vS4 tS*

be reduced most (by the £ ' , el * factors in (1.16)).
Thus-we have as a workable approximation to (1.16)

S* ~ e ;) e (1<20)

There are several observations we would like to make about this

formula.

i) The appealing factored form may be roughly understood as

follows. In ordinary potential scattering, a free wave propagating

from r c - oo through some potential acquires a phase shift

by the time it reaches r * + oo. In our case, the wave shifts

symmetrically from cha xnel i to channel f and we would expect

2SX to be replaced by 4- as, in fact, is the case.
ii) All reference to the potentials has disappeared, lending

weight to the hope that the expression may be more valid (and

applicable to high energies) than the derivation might suggest,

ill) we have not demanded that the optical potentials be

totally absorptive so that the phase shifts &jc and &jl
(which, in any case are, in principle, measurable experimentally)
are not to be automatically set pure Imaginary £ priori. The

author considers this point to be of considerable consequence.
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Before considering the alternative assumption that

is of long range compared with and Vf we note that (1.20)
has also been derived in the framework of the high energy

Fourier-Bessel representation by Gottfried and Jaokson. In

the * GJ* case one approximates the distorted waves which enter

the region of the transition potential by expressions of the
12 ^

form ' (see Figure 4)

xa ite.i
i

V%*si') <U'
-f -v (1.21)

M

( v- is the Impact parameter, O* the velocity and ~ ).
The matrix element (l.h) then has the form

oo

V fob Ik ev~"
-

M

(1.22)

(where As I: - f ( and if ^ ^ , as is the case for
high energy periphery, we have k. »o so that

A.t = A.(&+£:*) ^ A 2T

Noting that A = J <&- and j*ev^^k = 2a ^
« o ©

and assuming the entrance and exit potentials to be the same, i.e.

we obtain
.00

T*~*
f i%(ty i %

\ X s. B (1.23)

where
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Wl'lrl VM*)
- jo

B(fl -
-o# (1.2k)

As in the DC derivation* an assumption that the range of is

much lees than the ranges of and Vf allows us to relax
the Identity of with V^.* and we then have

1
o (1.25)

The direct connection with the DC result is now made clear as

follows* For spinlesss scattering we may write

X - ZJ2^
Xs(> (1.26)

and then* because we are at high energies and saall angles* we

can a) replace the summation by an integral over lopaot parameter
/©O

1... T-+ Ju<- and b) invoke
l-o

EM * X • Then

X-z\* T<-> XM u (i>a7)

where x « kb s and w « 2 sin ®/2 •

Comparison of (1.27) with (1.25) gives the identification

-|-,X R/.XTW ~ e Me (1<28)
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( of course is identified with • This can he made

apparent by considering (1*21) to he that wave which develops

(due to scattering) from the plane wave • The ampli¬

tude for & is then

which, using (1*24) leads to

{(u') = -it (e'Wi|)U«- (1.29)
0

Comparing with (1.27) where T(*) -O/^tk gives % = 2S )
There are several points we would like to make in connection

with these high energy approximations.

i) we can see easily how Born terms diverge and violate unitarity

for small h (low partial waves), when there are no absorptive
i

corrections the factor £ is absent from (1.23) and so

Th ~ 2* jW ^& (1.30)
O

Putting (** and taking the Fourier Bessel

Transform1-* ^ (PBT) of (1.30) gives

g)(^ - ^ = 4c KjL"4) (1-3D

But as b -> 0, K0(.^) H + » Y « Buler's constant.
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ii) Taking the F.B.T, of (1.29) gives, likewise,

(1.32)

If we assume now that the elastic cross-section extrapolates to

the optical point at high energies so that the elastic amplitude

is lscgsfy imaginary throughout the forward peak (in certain

instances this assumption is had, as we shall see later) we may

write, see (1.2),

(A\-t) <*•»>

so that
^ £ eT^A (1*3U)e A/

where C = ^ 1

Since, experimentally, 0 ~ 0.7 the Born s-wave damping can

he seen to he quite considerable.

ill) Let us again examine how the two derivations DC and GJ
iSj LSf

give rise to the explicit CL » c* factors. Putting

s 0 in (1.22) of the GJ method, which is a consequence of

having a very restricted range for Vf., immediately gives 2.

e x as can he seen. Their existence is directly a result of

the approximation. In the DC case, however, the phase shifts

appear naturally as boundary conditions on the elastic wave

Ft f

becoming essentially free particle solutions in the range of



restrict the range of Vf^ in the DC case so that we may estimate
the distorted-wave Born approximation by the Born approximation

in the w.X.B. approximation, hut the phase shift factors are

always there, regardless. Hence the DC derivation seems the

stronger.

iv) Lastly, and perhaps not unexpectedly, it turns out in

practice that spin must he accounted for correctly and this we

do explicitly in our later calculations, suffice it here to state

that, for initial helieities \£ and final helieities Xc »

» we must put

and n is the larger of X and n •

So far we have examined potential theory corrections to the

Born approximation, on the assumption that the range of the

latter is considerably less than the ranges of the correcting

optical potentials. Both DC and GJ methods give the same formula

and it is this formula which has been tested in a wide variety of

experimental processes. However, the DC framework also affords a

solution in the limit where the range of is much greater

e ^ 0t(») e 1 —> 'y'p.jv) e, e.^ dyW

(1.35)
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thaxi the optical ranges and, since ve shall later compare both

models in a certain situation, let us examine the main aspects

of this case*

Hie essential point now is to approximate the wave functions

Fj(r) in (1*17) by their asymptotic forms* Combining equations
(1.16), (1*17) and (1*9) gives

■ A
S ^ Jv (*-% s;<)v« ov i** 2k^
i t "21-si

where Si;i, are respectively 6 , £, and so,
asymptotically,

2kfeTjL5-& +V & JH
we neglect the last two terms in comparison with the first

two by noting a) that because k^ and kf (which are individually
large and almost equal) add in the exponentials these terms

oscillate many times within the range of the integral and

b) the factors (-)* will lead to further cancellations in the

physical amplitude* Then, supposing the and not to

be too different and equating eos(kir) eos(kfr) with
sinCk^r) sinCk^r) under the integral sign leads to

Si - WA* Cs;f+s^)a,
-x (s;, b* + b; s .<•)XK** * -fi »«-/ (1.36)

Thus the situation la somewhat more complicated than in the

previous eases, the approximations being more numerous and less

clear-ei However, we should note that the result (1*36) can
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also be obtained from the K-matrix formalism in a certain approxi¬

mation1^^. Of oouree the trouble with the K-matrix method is that

there is no unique way of obtaining a tractable solution, the

answer being entirely dependent on the approximations made. In

other words, it is possible to write down an overall formalism

consistent with unltarlty and including all coupled channels but

for practical purposes it is necessary to know the coupling to

these channels and therein lies the problem.

Having now outlined the basio ideas involved in accounting

for the absorptive influence of competing channels on the simple

peripheral mechanism, let us examine the success of the model

(1.20) with regard to oollimation of the typleal peak, violation

of unitarity and prediction of density matrix elements.

l.U Assessment of the Absorptive Peripheral Model

I*}
In all applications of the model ' the high energy impact

parameter form for the physical amplitude (1.35) has been used.

The initial and final elastic absorbing factors are the Gaussian

distributions (1.3U), i*e.

e * l-C^e d.37)

with C-A =

Again, the assumptions implicit in (1.37) are a) that we assume

the elastic peaks to be dominated by a spin-independent amplitude

and b) that this amplitude is pure imaginary. Furthermore, since

most oases of interest involve mesons reacting with nucleons to
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produce a resonance, ignorance of the elastic final state

scattering and a desire for maximum collimation leads usually

to the choice of Ct = 1. The model has been applied to
It
iC p -> jd"p in the region of 1.6 - 8 GoV/o, assuming only pion
exchange. The fit to the cross-section is excellent hut cannot

he preferred to that obtained using the Aaaldi-Selleri form

factor. However, analysis of decay correlations decides the

issue. The form factor model predicts poo » 1 and all other
elements sero whereas the absorptive model gives pao 0.7 and
small values for the other elements. The data is consistent with

the latter ease. The cross-section and correlations for

x*p -> p N* from 3-8 GeV/c are also in good agreement with
the model, with again plon exchange. For all pion-dominated

processes the absorptive model agrees with the energy dependence

of the oross-seetlon (provided this can be measured). But we noted

earlier that the unmodified pion exchange model also gave the cor¬

rect energy dependence and the reason that this is maintained la

that the absorptive corrections (magnitude and shape of the elaatio

peak) vary only slowly with energy so that they project no extra

energy variation into the exchange graph. (And therefore, by

extension, the energy variation of the vector exchange model is

hardly improved). It also turns out that the degree of damping

is sufficient to prevent the low waves from violating the

unita ity bound (even for choices of C+ < l). Thus, the pion
exchange absorptive model is perfectly aooeptable from all points

of view.

However, as ..scon as vector exchange is added to plon exchange

in processes which permit it (for example, K*p K*p), disagreement
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as regards total cross-sections and energy dependence is eoon

evident as energy increases. The trouble (as before!) Is more

apparent in the cases where vector mesons only can be exchanged

(again, for example x+p xN*, x*p —=> AgP, x+p —> mN *
x~p —>x°n). Total Initial state absorption (C^ « 1) does
not help. The original undesirable features (big and wide peaks,

unitarity violation, wrong energy variation) although improved,

still persist.

So the overall assessment is that, whereas the absorption

model works very well in pion exchange processes, the unsatis¬

factory situation with vector exchange remains basically un¬

altered. In the former case, the calculated cross-section is

sensitive to the choice of exchanged mass, m^, the best result
occurring when ra^ # n (the pion mass). The peak quickly
becomes less sharp as m^ increases above u • This fact
affords an (unexpected) confidence in the pion absorption model.

In processes with, say, j> exchange the absorptive corrections
are similar (the optical potentials will roughly have the same

ranges), but, of course, m^ 5\i and so, not only is the
peak & priori wider, but the relative damping of low waves com¬

pared with high waves will not be so marked and hence the

absorption should produce even less eollimation than in the plon

case. Now, for a typical elastic slope, A ^ 10 OeV/c , the

corresponding optical radius R0p^^ 6*5 GeV and, for plon
and rho exchange, R ^ 7 GeV~* and R ** 1.3 OeV""^*. According

to the potential theory derivations the model is valid when

<% V^, and whereas this criterion may be satisfied for
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exchange It is clearly not true for x exchange* Bat the

model fails and the x model succeeds* So* on the surface at

any rate, the situation is somewhat paradoxical.

The feeling of the author is that too much has "been expected

of the absorption philosophy as a source of eolllmation* The

absorptive factors have been grossly approximated (pure imaginary,

spin-independent amplitudes with "C" » l) with the sole object

of sharpening the forward inelastic peaks* And they have failed

to do this in the vector processes where the need is most* The

fundamental problem lies in finding a better description of the

dynamics* A more general treatment of the exchange forces,

perhaps, as Regge poles, may be the solution* Certainly, although

the concept of exchanging a Regge pole may be physically obscure,

this mode of description does *provide* an excellent fit to data

mediated by vector forces* We shall examine the basis of the

Regge approach and ita connection with peripheral dynamics shortly*

The point of view we would like to adopt with regard to the

status of the absorptive factors is rather tentative* we must

either accept the general validity of the absorptive model (1*20),
or not* we choose to accept it, independently of the 'atmosphere*
of 'poor collimatlon and unitarlty violation* from which it

developed and for which it was 'designed'* Competing channels

must have some effect* Let us suppose that (1*20) describes it*
It may well be the case that the absorptive factors provide a

source of additional (but not necessarily, g priori, strongly

eollimating) structure to the (basically correct) exchange

mechanism (whatever it is) and that this extra structure is
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eesentlally independent of the exchange forces* In this con¬

nection we would* at least in principle* treat the absorptive

factors on their own merits and* in the situations where they

are known* which admittedly are few* give them their correct*

perhaps complex and spin-dependent* forms, we would suggest

that perhaps absorptive factors have a role to play in deter¬

mining *second-order* experimental effects such as* for example*

spin polarisation of emitted particles* The Feynman graph des¬

cription of an exchanged particle provides amplitudes which are

real and hence cannot predict a polarisation which is different

from sero (polarisation depends on a phase difference between

amplitudes)* Similarly* exchange of a single Regge pole induces

amplitudes with equal phases (because of an overall 'signature*

factor) and so likewise gives sero polarisation* It is in

situations like these* the simplest peripheral exchanges* where

absorptive terms could well provide enough structure to give

non-aero polarisation* It is an interesting possibility* we

shall investigate it fully in Chapter 2 (with a Feynman particle

exchange) and in Chapter 3 (with a Regge pole exchange)*
So far, we have not only mentioned Regge poles rather loosely

but have gone so far as to mention them in conjunction with

absorptive effects* Questions have been raised**^ as to whether

these effeots are already included in the Regge model* or*

relatedly that Regge behaviour may be obtained from the summation

of certain ladder graphs which may be associated with absorptive

processes* For these reasons* and by way of an introduction*

1st us now examine the fundamental (and not so fundamental) aspects
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of the Regge polo model. //© take It as the obvious next choice

for the peripheral mechanism, we shall look for a connection

with Feynman particles and discuss the meaning of absorption

with Regge exchange. Thereafter we will put our ideas to the

test.

1.5 flu? m&m M? MtrtM

The peripheral model we have so far been discussing has

attempted to ascribe the forward diffraction peak of an inelastic

process in the direct channel to the exchange of one (or perhaps

two) mesons, each of definite angular momentum, in the cross

channel. The Regge pole model, in its broadest view is a formalism

again dealing with cross channel exchange but in a manner which

le considerably more general and certainly less precise.

The kinematio observation that for t-ehannel equal mass

scattering c= l-f l<*d one to conjecture that

the s-channel high energy 'forward* amplitude ( £>-»«> ,fc^o- )
could be obtained from the t-ehannel expansion

©O

^ (1.38

by letting —> _ m . This limit, in principle, allows

one to traverse the (complex) energy plane from one physical

region to another. However, in praotice, the expansion (1.38)
is convergent only inside the limited region of the Lehmaim

ellipse and the extrapolation brake down because
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The great contribution of Regge, within the context of

Yukawa potential scattering, was to provide an expression for

the physical amplitude convergent within a much wider domain1*^.
He demonstrated that, as a function of complex 2, the partial

wave amplitude f^(t) ( = e. ) satisfied the various
criteria of analytlolty and houndedness necessary for tic

validity of the Carlson theorem which, in turn, permitted the

application of the Sommerfeld-Watson transform (s.w.T.) on (1^38)•
Hie one channel representation that is obtained is

-s+f»

^ I

(1.39)

where 0n(t) is the residue of Y(2,t) at the (Regge) pole
2 « o^(t) and K is the finite number of (Regge) poles which
occur for Re 2 >0. Letting —> -<*> then gives

(X.fcO)

since the background integral can be shown to go to zero as
_t/

jCw^l • Thus the behaviour of the scattering amplitude as

u^e, -©o (i.e. for high momentum transfer) is governed by the

Regge pole with the largest value of Re a^t). This is the pole
which lies furthest to the right in the complex 2-plane. Further,

one can show in potential soattering that when the moving pole

a^t) (remember t here is positive energy) crosses an integral
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value one obtains a bound state or a resonance depending on whether

the value of t is below or above threshold and that* in the

latter ease, the amplitude assumes the familiar Breit-wigner

for i. Thus, there is a quite definite connection in potential

scattering between the physical entities (bound states, resonances)
and the Regge trajectories an(t).

The important unresolved question is whether these ideas remain

valid in the real, i.e. relativistio, situation. In the absence

of the Sehrddinger equation, however, the assumption that

f(t, cos«t) satisfies the Mandelatam representation allows the
BD-oalled Proissart-Oribov definition of f(l,t) which obeys the

conditions of the Carlson theorem. The Sosmerfeld-Watson transform

can then be performed and, as before, the unphysieal ~°°

limit taken. In contrast to the potential scattering case, this

takes us into the cross channel (s) as already mentioned. An

Important concept in the relativistio case is the existence of

an exchange potential (l.e the u-channel) which determines two

distinct partial wave continuations, one for even t and the

other for odd £• The moving poles of the first continuation

are distinct from those of the second, each trajectory being

labelled according to its signature or *j-parity*, t , which

is +1 in the first case and -1 in the second. Therefore (1.1*0)

generalises in the relativistio oase to give

JV L A '

Hal

In n ■ i '
*WM.(0 (l.ia)
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since Bkw(~~ 1^0 = tK°^ (l^O
we note here that one pole, ctp say, will ultimately dominate as
s -> oo and then, for elastie scattering,

^ 'f ^-:=0) ^ ^
«r- U\

i.e. (X.U2)

from the optical theorem* The observed apparent asymptotic

constancy of retiree Oj,(0) „ u ^ lB the zero

intercept of the Pomeranchuk or vacuum trajectory (so called

because it controls t ■ 0 elastic scattering and so must have

the quantum numbers of the vacuum.) All other trajectories lie

'beneath1 it in the spin-energy plane (Chew-Prautschi plot) and

hence an almpltlde governed by the exchange of a Regge trajectory

cannot violate unitarity at high energy* Hie relation between

resonances and trajectories, proven in the potential case, is

further assumed to be valid in the real situation and particles

are associated with trajectories as before*

Equation (1*1)1) then is the Regge pole answer to the

Feynman graph. As s -* oo, the lowest trajectories beneath

the Pomeranchuk drop out in turn. Unitarity and energy-dependence

of cross-sections are taken care of by the explicit "
factor* The peripheral nature of the amplitude may be obtained

by assuming that the typical trajectory is linear near t « 0,

i.e. w^lt) 3? o^(o) + ^to*'(o)
Then

^ .etM ^^

(l.w)
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Now to(s) s In ll + 2s w . At b ■ 10 GeV2, with m the
' t - Urn I

pion mass the logarithm is about 5«5# with nucleoli mass about 2.3*

For a-^(O) ^ - 0.7 GeV/c""2 we have a factor e^ with
X ~ 1 - Fits to data with ad hoc eaponential form factors

and peripheral exchanges have yielded values of X in this range.

We note that as s increases the slope of the peak should increase,

i.e. the peak should shrink at a definite rate. Experimentally

this is not confirmed, the rate being generally slower, which

neans that the assumption of linear an('t) approximately
constant 0n(t) is too simple. The use of more poles and/or
flatter trajectories has provided better agreement^\ But a

flat trajectory no longer automatically gives the sharp

exponential peak and one must put stronger momentum transfer

dependence into the Pn(t). We should point out that both

an(t) and are real functions in the physical (t < 0)
region (as can be proven from the Mandelatam representation)
but are only defined for positive t equal to the squared

mass of each Regge recurrence (physical spin and coupling for

t-channel scattering) so that one has to parameterize the

an(t) and 3n(t) all t. Since one obviously chooses
parameters to fit the data the Regge model is less dynamic than

the peripheral model in the sense that the latter gives definite

preductions, assuming the couplings are known, whereas the former

provides a more general framework to work from. We are replacing

the exchange of definite spin and coupling by the exchange of

trajectory and residue function.

The application of the Regge pole model to what we formerly

called meson exchange processes has been carried out using the
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trajectories of the j> , w, R (•containing* the * and Ag)
and two vacuum poles P and P*. (The P*, with ap#(0) ~ 0,5,*
was originally required hy Igi1®^ in an analysis of the XN scatter¬
ing length using a forward dispersion relation with Regge asymptotic

behaviour) • Fits to the *N and KN systems have been obtained

by Rarita and Phillips^\ Logan20 Hdhler, Baacko, Schaile and

Sonderegger21^, Roy22^, Desai2*^ and others. The results are

impressive but of course there is a certain amount of room to

manoeuvre because of the non-uniqueness of a(t) and $(t).
Processes governed by only one of these 5 poles (for example xN

charge exchange with p ) are especially interesting. Teats of
the simple theory are then easiest and from the cross-section

point of view at any rate, generally successful. In particular,

for the above example, not only the forward dip, but * secondary

bump* (at t 'V -0,6 QeV/c ) and correct energy dependence are

explained in terms of only the p • However, as already mentioned,
the polarisation is predicted sero,

x*6 04 Appfor^fl ff>89ppUve foyreqtflm

The Regge model, then, is a formalism shioh generalises

the peripheral exchange of, say, a real meson to the exchange

of the trajectory on which the meson lies. In particular, if

the meson has spin J we ean •Reggeise* the high energy

Feynman amplitude according to

t—,* t—r- X*™ (-fc) ilkk)
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i /V -vKrflt)
where 4(t) is the signature factor, 1-+ *- e. and the

coupling ^constant1 a and spin J heoome t-dependent. For a

quantum mechanical viewpoint the generalised (non-integral)
value of a(t) is 'permissible' since the spin of the exchanged

system is not an observable♦

A more tangible connection between Feynman and Regge exchange

amplitudes has recently been proposed2**^ on the speculation that

the typical trajectory, a(t) —>oo as t —s- oo. Certainly, all

trajectories, at least to the extent that known particles have

been assigned to them, do seem to increase linearly. If we assume

that the recurrences on the typical meson trajectory satisfy

mV) —^ qo as J —> oo (J ® 0,2,h*• • * J « 1,3,5...) then

summing all one-meson-exchange graphs gives a total exchange

amplitude

■ Z*^ p*'">
where Zt m cos 0^, the susmtations are over both sequences
(even and odd) and b(J,t) contains the coupling effects. The

important point is that, because the summations are infinite and

all integers are included, we can apply the Sommerfeld-watsen

transform directly to (1.U5), assuming the conditions of the

Carlson theorem are satisfied by b(J,t) and M^J), instead

of to a partial wave expansion as before. Because the mesons

lie on a trajectory a(t) the continued function MJ«$)
t - 1T(J)

(remember there will be two such continuations, one

from even J the other from odd J) has a pole at J * a(t)

with residue & _ J^.
dh>) I L '
At
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Assumin# this to he the leading pole we obtain the typical

Regge behaviour

-C1MW

•$■(»«,w) - ><<W
(1.U6)

We note again that the signature factor arises because the pole

either occurs in the analytic continuation of the even J contri¬

butions ( jTP-r^) -V fj(r*)] ) or in the odd J contributions
( ~ \ DM*) - fo(-20 )• The first (second) bracket is symmetric
(antisymmetric) under Z -> ~Z, the crossing operation for equal

mass scattering.

Certainly9 a framework such as this offers a means of

introducing absorptive factors into Regge exchange because9

essentially, the absorption can be applied to the meson exchanges

regardless of the Sommerfeld-watson transform. We formally expand

each t-channel meson exchange into partial waves in the s-channel,

i.e.

^ ■" ^ (i,w)

and then sum over J as before!

~TM r
* V (1.U8)
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We now modify the partial wave amplitudes with absorptive factors

r^(^) » say, I.e. tcM giving a
modified amplitude

£ j

2>»KmEN£ p.M M
X

•H .

. Vmmm (to ^^
<*- -\ "S

To find the high energy limit (s -* oo , t 0-) one replaces the

J summation by the Sommerfeld-Watson expression and lets Zt -co
so that the Regge amplitude (l,kS) is obtained under the integral*

This integral is then the Regge partial wave amplitude and la

modified by the absorptive term Q>) . Of course it la by
no means certain that the assumption of an infinite trajectory is

valid, in fact it has been pointed out recently that such a

property is difficult to reconcile with some previously established

aspects of Regge pole theory* In particular, it would appear that

if 00 as -t -v oo then it must also be true that

U&-* "**=> as • Rot only does this mean that there
would exist an infinite sequence of Regge 'ghosts* (particles of

physical spin but pure imaginary mass), which would have to be

dealt with by requiring the residue function to vanish at an

infinite sequence of points, but also that the typical s-ohannel

process, mediated by t-ehannel Regge poles, would 'blow-up* for



increasing momentum transfer. Furthermore, in potential scatter¬

ing, it can he shown that the trajectories tend asymptotically

to the negative integers* The overall picture then is somewhat

confusing* However, the connection between the exchange of the

real mesons and the exchange of their trajectory is an interesting

one and lends weight to the similarity of both models as exchange

mechanisms. From this viewpoint the application of absorptive

corrections, which intuitively and from the potential theory

derivation are independent of the exchange process, seems equally

valid in both instances* The claim that such corrections are

contained in the (initially arbitrary) residue function 0(t)
and trajectory a(t) is perhaps unwarranted on the grounds

that a) these are functions of t only whereas» in principle,

the absorption depends on the initial and final elastic scatter¬

ing and this varies with s (although, admittedly, slowly) and

b) the typical (seemingly linear) trajectory would like to be

thought of as a 1-1 correspondence between particles and

spins and independent of any particular scattering process*

As a final point in this section we would like to mention

the field-theoretic deduction of Regge asymptotic behaviour2^
in the e-channel from a diagram consisting of all ladders in the

t-ohazmel* Graphically, for an inelastic process A ♦ B C + D ,

It has been conjectured that this 'multi-peripheral' model

automatically accounts for absorptive effects in the sense that the

rungs of the ladders can be identified with particle production, i.e*
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and, of course, at high energies it is these multiparticle states

whieh induce elastic scattering by absorption* we shall not commit

our opinion either way on this (guestien except a) to note that

this deduction of Regge behaviour is independent of the notion of

complex angular momentum and b) to suggest that, if the identifica¬

tion of the 'rungs* with absorptive effects is correct, then the

total summation of the ladders (i.e. the Regge form) should be the

total absorptive effect only* on the inelastic process; in other

words, there is no dynamical exchange mechanism, only a (complicated)
method of evaluating absorption which turns out to have the same

form as that of a Regge pole exchange* We may then extend this

remark to suggest that, when a Regge pole exchange is corrected for

absorption, these effects will enter through the introduction of

another pole or poles* This, in faet, is what we shall do in the

latter calculation, but for reasons that are much more precise

than those of multiperlphery*

We close this section by saying that none of the arguments,

for or against combining the philosophy of absorption with the

mechanism of Regge pole exchange is conclusive and it is probably

the fate of the phenomenologist that ultimate justification of his

ideas is to be found in the result of their application*
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We harts outlined the basic idea of the Regge pole model

and we have discussed the question of combining absorptive

effects with it. The author is of the opinion that the simul¬

taneous application of both mechanisms is not, & priori, incon¬
sistent. we have suggested, in section l.h, that absorption,

whether with Regge or Teynman exchange, might provide sufficient

extra structure to induce an effect like polarization which

would otherwise be predicted zero. We shall now be quite

speoifle and state where our hypothesis may be put to the test.

The inelastic charge exchange process x"p x°n has been

measured at energies up to 16 aov2?). Attempts to fit the cross-

seetlon at several energies using the absorptive peripheral model

with j> exchange have been unsuccessful2®* (as before! peak
too high and wide, unitarlty violated, energy dependence wrong).
On the other hand, as already mentioned the Regge model (with only

the j3 trajectory) has had a resounding success on all
points1^*20*21K Recently, however, measurements were made of

the polarisation of the emitted neutron*0^ and, despite large

errors, this quantity is clearly non-sero at energies of 6 and

11 QeV. As we said in l.h» the peripheral model predicts aero

polarisation, and even with pure imaginary absorptive factors,

the result will still be aero. Likewise the single Regge exchange
t

gives zero. Now, the elastic processes p have been exten¬

sively measured at these energies, i.e. their cross-sections,

polarisations and, at t ■ 0, ratios of real to imaginary ampli¬

tudes. we have definitely more information on the initial and

final states of xN charge exchange than any other inelastic
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o —

process (x n is given in terms c x p from lsospln symmetry)#
In particular, whereas the 'old' absorption idea was to take

elastle amplitudes to be pure imaginary, there is strong evidenoe

for a sizable real part (up to 25°/o ^ to the elastic ampli¬

tude near t » 0. And the faot that the elastic polarizations-*^
are of the order of 10-20°/© at t ^ -0.2 GoV2/© means that spin

flip amplitudes cannot be negleoted. Therefore, we conjecture

that if our remarks concerning the role of absorptive factors

are to have any meaning, this charge exchange polarisation should

provide a test for them. We would like to apply the hypothesis

in the two instances, firstly with Feywaan jo exchange, and
then with Regge jd exchange. Although the flrat calculation
will clearly give the wrong erosa-seotlon, it ma. provide an

insight into how the correct absorptive factors can couple with

the vector and tensor parts of the field theory amplitudes to

induce the polarization, we shall require to put the absorptive

terms in 'by hand', parameterizing the phase shifts in accordance

with the available elastic data as best we can. Each phase Shift

will be a complex number, with contributions from spin-flip and

spin-non-flip amplitudes. In the second calculation, however,

the correcting terms will be given in terms of the P , P' and

jo Regge poles themselves because these poles already describe
the elastic data satisfactorily, we shall then hopefully intro¬

duce no extra parameters into the XN system in attempting to fit

the charge exchange polarization. This remark contrasts with

existing 'explanations' of the polarization, these including the

postulate of s secondary trajectory p/ with the same quantum
imahera a. the j> ».»>, the effect of resonance tall. In the

)
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a-channel^'"^*^) op the existence end effect of (ttandeletam)
cuts In the angular monentua plane^® ^ • Our hope then Is that

the shale *N system nay still he desorlbable In terms of the

three poles P, P't end jo where the charge exchange
polarisation is the result of the existence of large initial

and final state elastic scattering*
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*S CHARQg SXOHAHCE 1 PlilRIPHSRAL MODEL CALCULATION

we exa.alne whether the polarization of the emitted neutron
— o

in the charge exchange react!on, r* p —> % n, may be induced by

realistic parameterization of the initial and final state absorp¬

tive factors working in conjunction with the Feynman (p meson)
exchange mechanism*

2.1. The system

Invarianoe under rotations in isospin apace implies that the

scattering of all charge states is described in terms of two

amplitudes of total Isospin V2, **/2 respectively, correspond¬

ing to the vector addition of £ » Jt,(*0 with J, w This
* charge independence* hypothesis implies certain important

equalities between corresponding spaoe-time amplitudes of the

charge state transitions!

-f (xj,-*7rV) =• - fty -»*(•)]
= 2 + -ftl(2.1)

with a view to our later calculations we can now express these

amplitudes in terms of amplitudes of definite isospin (0, 1) in

the t-channel (tto —> NW)

i.e. for If'1 | N —^ 7C "t" M
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1=0/

where I is the Isoepin exchanged between tc1 and N*. Insertion

of appropriate Clebsch-Gordan coefficients gives, for example

1(4 -> *» = - ^+ax>D

4-(*> -» *» = ^(X=0) + & ft (T-l) (2.2)

•f (if), -> 7rV) -- "is ft (.X1 ^

Thus, the charge exchange reaction is mediated by only I » 1

exchange, i.e. the p meson.
2aoh total isospin amplitude can now be * broken up* into its

space-time components. There are various inter-related choices

of these component amplitudes, but each choice consists of 2

amplitudes, corresponding, essentially, to the fact that the spin

of the system may or may not be flipped in making the transition

from initial to final state. We shall present, without proof,

the various important relations that will be required.

Consideration of the iirac equation allows us to write the

typical total isospin amplitude as

7W) =■ — A(V) f-i-is B(^) (2.3)
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where Q « + ^ *n tems of "bhe kinematics of Figure 5.
A and B are Lorentz invariant functions of the MandelBtam

variables s and t, we can further express A and B in terms

of spin non-flip and spin flip solitudes (f, g) 2L in

helicity non-flip and helioity flip amplitudes (f..» f ).
TT T1*

(There are only 2 spin or helicity an^plitudes and not k because of

invarlance under parity). We write, in non-covariant terms,

M (<#) = \ (&) -v ^ (*<*) (2.h)

A A

where -vc * —

11, A 4A!

Expanding in the usual spherical harmonics

-f-M . Z ; tMY1V)
we see that g(s, t * 0) » 0 because Y<(& ) explicitly contains

v

sin 9 . In effect, this is a result of angular momentum conserva¬

tion, The helicity amplitudes are related to the spin amplitudes

by (omitting s, t arguments)

c fL , V (2'5)

Thus, f - 0 at t«0, also.
TT

It is useful to Introduce alternative amplitudes F^, Fg anc^
fa, fb. We write (2,h) as

M - ff +Si, £.$, If
»'

, , ? -

(2.6)

/
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In place of (2.5) we have

*-
- -fa. <*>%.

-f*. = (R-Fz)^ s H-^X (2*7)
The non-covarlant M(s, t) ia related to the covariant T(s, t)

by

M (*,*) = T^-tj
(2.8)

so that, manipulating (2.3) and (2,6) we obtain

f- K-
*- L -»

where E, M are the nuoleon C-M energy and mass respectively.

Insertion into (2.7) then gives

c ftrA +BM C-Fi-fclJ (2,105H- \±wfS L

The differential cross-section and final polarization are then

defined by

k?) -- £ (wM»r)
? 2 Uk g) . = &
"" A" j.2. (2.11)
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k is the centre of mass momentun of each particle.

e define partial wave helicity amplitudes "f(A) toy

it'*1 *t_i i^ -tfw
T=Va.

^ jV> A i-#*) (aaa)
i. ©•

The orthogonal *d-functions* are given hy

lip. MiisM±S'4 J z(i±*) (2.13)

putting x « cos &a and taking J « d+4 (here, and throughout).
Hence, using (2,7)# we have the relatively simple integrals

+1

-i

(*) - i j -ft- [M-V"] <k (2au)
~I

The s-matrix elements are then defined by

(2.15)

so that, consistent with the choice d « «T - the phase shift

is given by



ZiSx rJ cT
O 51 -V" ^4-

(2.16)

2.2. ?he Peripheral ^echgnlgn

The formulae of the previous section are quite general to

the TsN system and are applicable to any of the charge state

transitions. We now particularize to the charge exchange reaction

and ascribe to A and B the dynamics of the peripheral exchange

of the p (see Figure 5). The effective interaction Lagranglan
from which we extract the lowest order Feynman graph Is ( see

Bargel and Sbel, ref, 28)

N^lTflN * <«7)

with nucleon current expansion

V V"* + k^ IH)X (2-18>

According to these definitions, universal coupling of the p to
the conserved isovector current gives ^XK - =» % and,
for a j> width of ^ 100 MeV we have a, 2. H-w • A value of
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S —> ?
• 1 i

7f ^ _ FJ^'L _ _ _ -MVii>- x °

p .

Fig. 5« Feynraan graph for x~p-» x°n with j> exchange
For details of kinematics see Appendix 2.

N

Fig. 6. Stodolsky-Sakurai analogy. The vertex (a) is

assumed proportional to the isovector part of

the vertex ("b), i.e. the isovector part of the

nucleon electromagnetic form factor.



3.7 for the magnetic to veator coupling ratio, p = has
Uo)

been suggested by Otodolsky and cakurai on the basis of the

so-called *rho-photon analogy*. Because the isoveetor electro¬

magnetic nucleon form factor is dominated by the the vertex

in figure 6a (i.e. the pNH coupling) is assumed proportional to

the iaovector part of the YNN coupling vertex of figure 6b. The

result, assigning the isoveotor part is aholly f. Is

Y = =3.; (2.19)

The interaction Lagrangian then gives definite forms for A and B,

F\M • fj b-u.

f** ZJ1 Kl w^_-fc.
\ (2.20)

Thess expressions can then be directly fed into, say, (2.10) and
if

found. The polarization £ (see 2.11) will be automatic¬
ally zero because A and B are both real and so f , and f

are both real.

Let us note the behaviour with energy of ^ at t = 0.
? 2

Then, s-u » 2(s-M"-m) and

T+V It-rJa L ^ "> -Ji *> ^ jJ
A*. It Ajb ^ **
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Hence
v ^ ^ ^ W

■1
xperiraentally, dt-t ^ 6 decreases like s

The peripheral forms of A and B (2.20) are now inserted

into (2,10) to give the physical helioity amplitudes from which

the partial wave helioity amplitudes are obtained according to

(2,1)1). The numerical methods used in calculating these and

other integrals are outlined in Appendix 1, The (dlmenelonless)

T-matrix elements are thus immediately found. v"e denote them by

and| of course, both are real. The values of VA ana VB (with

1.85 and 3,7 are given for I « 0,1,2,3 waves in Table 1. we

note that, for d * 0, as p, increases VB becomes negative and

eventually dominates. This may be traced baek (see 2.10) to the

faot that A, which is <. 0 when p > 0, Is multiplied by M

being the greater at high k. This behaviour of VB is Important,

as it turns out, in determining the sign of the charge exchange

polarization.

V*T6>) = !++(>)

= TZ (>) (2.21)



!
| = 7 GeV/c pT = 15 GeV/c 1

1

; j+ 1 I
i

* 3
\

| VA ?; VB
? 1 1

VA
? ■ 1VB |

I'

i 0

j
i
i

0
i 9

.176 j .017
i

.232 .013

1 .083 j .006 .128 .005

2
i

.Ohh ! .003
'

.080 .003

3
j .....

.025 .002
! " . .

.052 .002 jj!l
!

I

|
i
j 1.85

0 .203 -.150 VOCM•

j
-.261

1 .079 ! -.085 .176 -.157

2 ,0h2 -.01+1 .078 - .086

3 .0224- -.022 .051 -.053

3.7

0 .230 -.317 .291+ -.535

1 .075 -.177 j .123 -.31?
2

3

.ouo - .086 .077 -.176

.023 j - .01+6 .050 -.107

Table 1. Dimensionless Born T_matrix elements

(VA = TJ , VB = TJ ) for 7t"p -»■ 7t°nv ++' +-' ^
■ with o exchange.
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2»3.

The task we now set ourselves is to parameterize the elastic
+

x*~p data as accurately aa we (reasonably) can and ao obtain the

3-matrix elements, •f+

+—

for the initial, % p, and final x n,

states, The square root of (2,16) is then the absorptive factor

of model (1.20) • Model (1*36) la obtained in terms of the S-raatrix

elements themselves. Again, the *old* method was to take

zero and SJ purely real (i,e, pure imaginary, see (2,15),
++ ++

Our objective is to calculate the polarization of the emitted
(30)

neutron. This has been measured at 5«9 and 11,2 GeV/o, we are

not interested in the effect of the absorption on the cross-section

but we know that the predictions of the model, as it has already

been applied, are in bad agreement with the data and our model is

unlikely to make them better. The data we shall use, with corres¬

ponding energies and references is given below.

Measurement

if
dbb

Elastic
polarization

Reference

39

32

31
t»0

T. p

+
7t p

* P

% P
+

% P

7, 8,9, 10.8, 13, 15,
17, 18.9
6,8, 8,8, 10.8, 12.8, H±.
16.7

6, 8, 10

6, 10

8, 10, 12, 16, 20, 2k

10, 12, III ,
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There are h quantities we require to know for k*p through¬

out the forward peak, namely the real and imaginary parts of, say,

f and f • we are only given 3 sources of information, and
+-f +—

one of these for t » 0 only* The fact that the energies of these

measurements do not match exactly is not too important. The gross

features of the measured data are the following*

i) The 7t p elastic cross-sections at the quoted energies are

very similar and have the diffraction fowa (1*2).

il) The p polarizations are roughly mirror images of each
+ 2

other. The % p curve is positive until about -t -v o*5 (QeV/c)
and thereafter negative*

iii) The t«0 ratios, a, for tTp are both negative, the x""p
more so, and appear to be tending to zero.

We deduce a parameterization as follows* Let us work in terms of

the f, g amplitudes. We may write

separating out the phases j6g from the moduli P, G sin G*
we note a • cot A11 tuiknowns in (2*22) are, of course,

functions of s and t. Prom (2*11) we have

i = Ft^'
(2*22)

(2,23)

where A/5 « /2 - /6^ and \ a P/G, (2,23) consists of 2



equations involving 3 unknowns (G, X, A j6), (strictly, cos A/&

is involved and the sign of sin A fit is arbitrary)* To solve

(2.23) we must 'fix* one of G, X and cos A fi„ If we, say, take

A fi at some fixed value then £ will change direotion only if

X changes sign* It seems more natural to the author that the

polarisation should change sign on account of the phase difference

A fi going through */2 or "*V2, i*e« cob A 7 going through

zero* We therefore fix X = 1, say, so that the equations in

(2*23) became uncoupled! the first gives G (« F)» the second

cos A fi* The only phase we know is fi^ and only at t * 0. We
give fi^ this (t«0) value throughout the forward peak* Thus, of
the original h unknowns, we equate two (P, G) and find them from
dr

$ we fix a phase, fi^, at its t » 0 value and information
on the remaining phase, fiz$ is founfi indirectly from the
polarization

f = P£ = {2,2U)
I -V

We now present crur parameter!zatlons of the elastic data*

Mqffhltuae of AffiWwfa
39)

The results of Foley et al. ' are parameterized by

<ta" k2* r ^(^"1 av^rtH-ct2"
6SL ' £ ^ (2*25)

At this stage we make our choice of energy* since both x P are
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1

! Elastic

i
process

j

Incident

Lab. mtm

pTGeV/c
.LJ

a b

GeV/c-1
c

GeV/c""2
<5^(20)
<5T(I0

!
1
)>

I

\ 7t~p
i
!

7 3.63 9.8-5 2.75 .9110 j
10.8 3.65 9.36 2.1+5 .9571

15
i

3.71 9.95 3.31 .9828

i
i

| +
7C p

1
!

\
:

6.8 3.58 8.58

i

2.21+ ! .9236

10.8 3.55 8.1+8

1 >

1.79 : .9650

11+.8 3.58 8.98 2.27 .9853

Table 2. Parameterization of forward peaks by

Foley et al (ref. 39). See' equation (2.25)
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involved In the absorptive corrections and since we would want

a reasonable range, we shall work at 7* 10*8 and 15 GeV/c. The

rTp data is given at these energies exactly, the x+p at 6,8,

10,8, 1U.8, But, of oourse, unlike x"p which the initial

state, the effect of r*p is indirect, in the sense that it

combines symmetrically with x**p to give the final state, %°n.
The values of the parameters oocurring in (2,25) are given

in Table 2, The amplitude F is obtained directly from (2,2h).

Biastic Polarization

+

'Ye parameterize the ^"p polarization with the general fona

\> = cw JkT (t+ ju^))7 (2.26)

For tc^p, c is positive! for ^"*p, o is negative. P is zero

at t w -d. The experimental errors are large so that there is

considerable freedom in determining c and d. The chosen values

are given in Table 3, The curves are drawn in Figure 7 where we

also show the experimental data at 6 GeV/e. Putting the form (2.26)
into (2.21+) gives an equation for oos A At namely

teaAf > (2<2?)

so that, as t 0, cos &.A —> iked. In all cases, the modulus

of this quantity is less than 1. One can easily verify, in fact,

that oos A A is 'physical' at all values of t up to the maximum

value we take for the parameterization, namely -.75 (GeV/o) ,
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1 PL
7t~p !

% p ?

C_2
GeV ^ a2

GeV

c

GeV**2 2
GeV |

7

10.8

-1.1 .55 1 .6 |
-1 .55 .8 • 6 |

15 - .8 .55 .6 • 6 |
*+•

Ta"ble U. Pits to elastic 7C~p '

polarization, using P = c J[t\ (d+t),
see (2.26). Por comparison,data at
6 GeV/c are shown in Pig. 8. Table 1+
gives the values of the parameters
c and d.
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gaapttq Forward, Pftm

UliValues of a =>

Ira t
are given, as already noted at

t«0

3 energies for x*p and 6 energies for p. The errors again

are considerable and we have made single straight line parameteriza«

tions.

OC - -t C
(2.28)

where p^ is the lab. pion momentum. The 2 adjustable parameters
m and c were found from a least square® fit to 3 *^+ point®

p w p M

(% « 0.17) and 5 ^ points (X- » 0,16). The % measure¬

ment at 12 GeV/o was omitted. The data and fit® are shown in

Figure 8 and the values of m and o in Table k.

ive now express the elastic amplitude® in term® of the

quantities we have parameterized, F, co® A A a* From

equations (2,3) and (2,22)

^ - Fe;+' Wl) ^
(2.29)

which gives the following form® for the real and imaginary parts

of fa( a, t) and fb( s, t)

= P^<^(j^(±- (l-<-*»)

/VIm*4>) ^(1 ±oo*l 0*7AjJ
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0

-.1

-.2

-.3

1 1 1 t i \ i it

—J L J J i i i i i

a =
Ref
Imf

0 -

PL(GeV/c) c m

p-
+

-.12 0

% p -.U7 CVJo•Pig. 8.

Table

Parameterization of elastic forward

phase a = mp^+c. The 7t~p value
at 12 GeV/c was omitted from the

least squares fit.
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Again, knowledge of a (a negative quantity) gives cot yd^,
yd^ must lie in the 2nd quadrant to make lmfa positive and
satisfy the optical theorem. The elastic polarization gives only

oos A yd because it involves only He(fg*) and hence only the

magnitude of sin A/J, For the r.~p data, cos Ayd is initially

negative, goes through zero and becomes positive, A transition of

A 6 from 2nd to 1st quadrant would give sin A/ positive, or

from 3rd to Uth quadrant would give sin A yd negative, we see no

physical reason for either choioe and so we examine both. For the

k*p data, cos A yd begins positive and becomes negative, we

do not mix our choice of the sign of slnAyd. In other words, we

choose it positive for both "K*p negative for both x~p but

not a mixture.

The regions in which the analyses (2,30) are made are

m It 10,3 and 15 OeV/o with 0 -t 4 0,75 (ChsV/c)^, our

simple form of polarization is hardly valid for higher momentum

transfers but, in any case, the percentage of the forward dif¬

fraction path omitted by this * cut-off* is negligibly small.

The elastic partial wave amplitudes f^ (s) can be obtained by

integrating the functions (2,30) over the forward peaks according

to (2,1U) (see Appendix 1), The (dimensionless) s-matrix elements

(2,15) are then found. The values obtained for the first few

partial waveB are given in Table 5« Note the S-wave value of

Re s++. In the *old* absorption model with complete absorption
('C* s= i) this would be zero.
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% p Elastic
+

7t p Elastic

£ PL ReS
++

1
:ImS
i ++

ReS
+-

ImS
+ - pL ReS

++
ImS

+ +
ReS

+ -
ImS

+ -

0 • 5U3 |—.161
i

-.1+83 -.253 .523 -.056 -.575 .020

1 .809 — .068 -.237 -.188
■

.811 -.021 -.290 .066

2 7 .91+0 -.023 -.076 -.076 6.8 .91+1+ -.005
1

-.092 .032

3 .981+ -.006 -.019 -.023 .986
1

-.001 -.023 .010

1+ .997 -.001 -.001+
i
' -.006 .997 -.000 -.005 .003

0 .555 -.121+ -.1+80 -.215 • 5U1+ -.052 -.555 .018

l .817 -.051 -.231 -.172 .821 -.020 -.280 .061

2 10.8 • 9U3 -.017 -.070 -.071 10.8 .91+8 -.005 -.087 .031

3 .986 -.001+ -.016 -.021 .988 -.001 -.020 .010

1+ .997 -.001 -.003 -.005 .998 -.000 -.0,01+ .002

0 .553 -.088 -.1+82 -.186 .55 -.050 -.533 .008

1 .815 -.037 -.231 -.152 .823 -.020 -.273 .01+8

2 15 .9U0 -.012 -.075 -.065 11+.8 .91+7 -.006 -.090 .026

3 .98U -.003 -.019 -.021 .987 -.001 -.022 .009

1+ .996 -.001 -.001+ -.005 .997 -.000 -.005 .002

+

Table 5« Dimensionless S-matrix elements for % p elastic

scattering obtained from the parameterizations

described in the text. All values shown correspond

to the choice sin A /6 > 0.
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2.U. Absorptive Corrections

\'/e are now In possession of the pure Born partial wave

amplitudes VAJ, VB'T (see 2,21) and also the S-matrix elements
+

for x"p elastic scattering. By virtue of the isospin relation

(2,1) we immediately have the S-matrix elements for 7t°n elastic

scattering. Thus, we can now explicitly formulate the absorptive

models thut we discussed in detail in Chapter 1,

Modal (1.20)

7e shall label this model 'GJ* because it was derived, we

recall, by Gottfried and Jackson and also by l-urand and Chiu.

The second model (1,36) will be labelled *DC* because it was

only derived by Durand and Chlu.

The corrected partial wave amplitudes as given by model

GJ have the forms

VAl VB' = /s5< VA, H& /<=&. St.J v 7 (2.31)

where i refers to initial state % p and f to final state
. o .

(* n). we have emitted the superflxes J, Using the relations

(2.15) we see that the quantity under either square root is

(l — — ^ (&T++ -i- (2.32)

tjt. 01 «t-1 "t" } tx>^

Then, supposing (a + ip)^ » a + ib where a and (3 are real
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giveo a2 - p2 * a | 2o$ * b

so that

± v®^
* J&&-0L <2-33)

? C ± V 2

we note that if b is negative a and (3 must have opposite

signs, otherwise the choice of sign is arbitrary# Furthermore,

because (2#31) involves the product of square roots the question

of which sign to take is meaningless (with the above reservation,

of course) provided it is consistent (i#e, taking a positive

in both square roots, is the same as taking it negative#

The real and imaginary parts of /S^-S+_ J^sl X *

say, are shown in Table 6a (for the first few partial waves)
for both ohoices sin A/5 •£. 0# In both cases the real part,

X, is positive and tends rapidly to 1 and the imaginary part, Y,

is negative and tends rapidly to 0# We recall that the 'original*

type of absorptive correction had the form 1-Ce 2A
(see 1*37) which was real and likewise tended rapidly to 1# This

is a comforting observation in view of our rather involved elastic

parameterizations•

In table 7a w© show the explicit effect of the absorptive

factors on the first k partial waves of the peripheral model.

UtS^)

The statement of model DC (equation 1.36) is that the corrected

partial wave amplitucJes ars given by
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aUv > o A4> < o

PL I X Y X Y

0 .011+ -.306 .691+ -.122

1 .563 -.178 .911+
1

-.076

7 2 .861 -.067 .977 -.032

3 .965 -.019 .991+ __-.011 _

1+ .992 -.005 .999 -.003

0 .01+9 -.252 .709 -.107

1 .577 -.155 .912 -.077

CO•oHI 2 .870 -.059 .971+ -.03U

3 .969 -.017 .993 -.011

1+ .991+ -.001+ .998 -.093

0 .058 -.208 .711 j -.100

1 .578 -.133 .902 -.077

15 2 . 86ii- -.053 .968 -.035

3 .965 -.016 .991 -.012

1+ .993 -.601+ .998 -.003

Ta"ble 6a. Real and imaginary parts of Gottfried-

Jackson absorptive factors,

X + iY = x/s^ + S*_ ~ •



sinA>0

sinAj6<0

PL

I

AR

AI

BRBI

1

AR

AI

BRjBI

7

0

.538

-.135

-.516

-.185

.516

- .11+1

.176

.018

1

.810

-.056

-.251

-.125

.812

-.055

.100

-.021

2

.91+1

-.018

-.080

-.01+9

.91+8-

-.017

.033

-.015 -.006

3

.985

-.005

-.020

-.011+

.986

-.001+

.008

10.8

0

.552

-.106

-.14-99

-.157

.539

-.109

*168

.002

1

.818

—.oUU

-.2U3

-.111+

.819

-.01+3

.092

-.031+

.2
3

.91+8-

-.oiu

-.07U

-.01+5

.98-6

-.013

.027

-.021

.986

-.oou

-.017

-.013

.987

-.003

.006

-.008

15

0

.558

-.078

-.U95

-.138

.51+1+

-.080

.165

-.021

1

.817

-.032

-.2U1

-.102

.818

-.032

.083

-.01+5

2

.982

-.016

-.079

-.01+2

.98-3

-.010

.025

-.021+

3

i

.9851-.003
-.020

i

-.018

.985

-.003

: .005

-.009

Table6b.RealandimaginarypartsofDurand-Chiuabsorptivefactors* AR,AI=Re,Im(S1+Sf)*,BR,BI=Re,Im(S1+Sf).»'x++++''''+-
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VAf - i [va Ls;+ + S£) + VB (s;..st)]
(2.320

Nb' - * (?+-■*■ ("*** * ^+*0
Of course, the problem of taking square roots does not arise* The

evaluation of VA', VB* is straightforward, whereas, in (2,31)»
VA* is the result of multiplying only VA by a factor, and

similarly for VB*, this is not the case in (2,32+) where both

VA and VB contribute to VA* and VB* • It will thus be easier

to analyse the effect of absorption in model GJ than in model DC.

we can re-write (2,3*0 in an explicit real and imaginary form*

VA.' =■ (ftfc.VA +- Bfc.Vfe) +t(M.VA + Br.MB)
\16' * l&K-VA + ftR VB) +1 (Bl.VAr+Al.xB) (2.35)

where

(V^ 5. ^ ~ ^

B? = Bt{$1 +- St) , 61* i~C3+-+s+)

The values of AR etc. are given in Table 6b, 7e see that, as t

increases, AR -> 1 and all others —> 0. Thus, VA*—* VA,

VB* —> VB, This behaviour is in accord with that of model GJ,

Hence, both models bear out the physical expectation that

absorption iB strongest for the lowest partial waves, i.e. the
* absorbing* disc is 'blackest* at its centre. Table 7b gives

the first few values of VA*, VB* as determined by (2.3*0,



sinA/5>0

sinA/5<Z-0

PL

l

ReVA'

ImVA'

ReVB'

ImVB'

ReVA'

ImVA'

ReVB'

ImVB'

0

.003

-.070

-.005

.097

.160

-.028

-.220

.037

*7

l

.0U2

-.013

-.099

.031

.069

-.006

-.161

.013

(

2

.035

-.003

-.071+

.006

.039

-.001

-.081+

.003

3

.022

-.000

- .01+1+

.001

.023

-.000

-.01+6

.000

0

.013

-.067

-.021

.109

.189

-.028

-.306

.01+6

DO.8

1

.059

-.016

-.11+5

.039

.093

-.008

-.229

.019

2

.052

-.001+

-.115

.008

.038

-.002

-.128

.005

3

.036

-.001

-.071+

.001

.037

-.000

-.076

.001

0

.017

-.061

-.031

.111

.209

-.030

0

CO

CO

*
.

1

.051+

15

1

.071

-.016

-.181+

.01+2

.111

-.009

-.288

.025

2

.066

-.00U

--152

.009

.071+

-.003

-.170

.006

3

.01+8

-.001

' -.103
! : .002

.050

-.001

-.106

.001

Table7a.Effectofmodifyingtheperipheralamplitudes(Tablel)using theGottfried-Jacksoncorrections(Table6a)forthecasep=3. Seeequation(2.31).



sinA>0

sinAj60

PL

L

ReVA'

_

ImVA'

ReVB'

ImVB'

ReVA'

ImVA'

ReVB'

ImVB'

0

.287

.027

-.289

.000

.063

-.038

-.123

.0U9

7

1

.105

.018

-.162

.001

.0i+U

-.001

-.136

.008

2

.01+5

.003

-.081+

-.000

.035

.001

-.080

.001

3

.023

.001

-.0U6

-.000

.022

.001

-.0U5

.000

0

.362

.039

-.371

,00b

.071

-.030

-.188

.OI48

10.8

1

.114+

,02b

-.230

-.001

.060

.oou

-.196

.007

2

.066

.005

-.129

-.001

.053

.002

-.123

.000

3

.038

.001

-.076

-.000

.036

.000

-.075

.000

0

.U27

.051

-,bb2

.001

.072

-.012

-,2b3

•

0

cn

15

1

.177

.029

-.290

-.002

.07U

.010

-.250

.005

2

.086

.007

-,112

-.001

.068

.003

-.16U

-.000

3

.051

.001

-.106

-.000

,0b9

.001

-.105

-.000

Table7b.Effectofmodifyingtheperipheralamplitudes(Tablel)using theDurand-Chiucorrections(Table6b)forthecase(i=3.7. Seeequation2.35.
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2#5. Results and Discussion

The modified partial wave amplitudes VA*, VB* are Inserted

into (2,12) and the new complex physical amplitudes f (s,t)
TT

obtained (see Appendix 1) • These then predlot a new differential
cross-section and polarization according to (2,11), Let us

summarize the situations in which we have calculated these quan¬

tities,

i) 2 models s GJ, DC

11) 2 values of sin A/S t <2. 0

ill) 3 values of » I 0, 1,85, 3*7

iv) 3 values of I 7» 10,8, 15 GeV/o

v) 0 * -t * 0,8 (GeV/o)2 ,

Table 8a shows the values obtained for the forward differential

cross-section in these various situations. Table 8b shows

corresponding results of Barger and Ebel2^ using the *018*

absorption model. Again, of course, we are not primarily

interested in the oross-seotlon and we introduce our results

here and not again. The magnitudes are hardly an improvement

on the pure Born predictions. The dependence on energy is slight

but wrong (increase instead of decrease) except in the one

situation (DC, ix m 3.7, sin A/$ > o) but then the magnitude of

the absorptive model is worse than that of the pure Born model.

We see that the Barger and Ebel results are better than ours but

this we anticipated because our S-wave damping is not as strong

as theirs. Their results are still far from the experimental

values.

The polarization curves for the oase jx » 3,7 are drawn in

Figure 9a (G*T model) and Figure 9b (DC model) and are superimposed
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Gottfried-Jackson Durand-Chiu

h pL sin A<b> o sin A j6 < 0 sin A/5 > 0 sin A/6*£ 0

7 9730 18560 15280 16010

0 10.8 12270 19530 17090 17520

15 13820 19990 18080 18360

7 9700 19180 23700 130 80

1.85 10.8 121+80 20290 21+700 15880

15 11+200 20830 25150 17130

7 11290 2181+0 35800 13790

3.7 10.8 11+1+80 23150 35570 161+30

15 161+60 23790 35260 18100

Ta"ble 8a. Predictions for (pb(GeV/c)~^) at
2

t = -.05 (GeV/c) for our various models.

\

1+ PL Born

model

Absorption
model

Total

Absorption
'c' = 1

■ Expt.
data

0
5.9 26260 5290 1390 1+00

10 2581+0 6010 1370 220

Table 8b. Corresponding results of Barger and
Ebel (ref 28) using the 'old' absorption
model with = c.
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on the experimental values at 5.9 and 11.2 Gev/o. The measured

polarization (despite large errors) Is clearly positive (I.e.

perpendicular to the production plane, in the direction of

A Sg* 80e 2#2^ ani* appears to decrease with energy. Model
GJ predicts this behaviour for both sin A 4 > 0 and the

sin A4< 0 result, because of its magnitude, is by far the best

of the four (incidentally it la also the best improvement on the

Born cross-section). We note that all the polarization curves

increase with |t| whereas the data, if anything, would seem

to tend back towards zero after |t| ^ o,l(OeV/o) and are thus
reminiscent of the elastic curves. The GJ curves are positive

but the DC, sin A 4 > 0, curves are negative and the DC

sin A4 < 0 curves become negative at the highest energy. For

the GJ model the curves become more positive for n going from

0 to 3#7. For jx « 0, the curves are small and negative! for

}i * 1.33 they are positive, with the same energy decrease as those

drawn but smaller magnitude. This behaviour is traced to the fact

that the VBJ become large and negative as ^ Increases, we

mentioned this before. In contrast, the DC sin A4> 0 curves

go from positive to negative as p. goes from 0 to 3,7, but the

DC sin A 4 < 0 curves are difficult to assess, the behaviour with

ja and energy being rather non-uniform.

The question we must try to answer, of course, is why we get

these results. Why, for example, are the GJ polarizations all

positive and decreasing with energy? To try to answer the first

part of this question we have repeated the calculations with several

different elastic parameterizations, for example, taking initial



Pig.9a.Polarizationcurvesfor7t~"p-»7c°nat7,10.8and 15GeV/cusingtheabsorptiveperipheralGottfried- Jacksonmodel,forthechoicesinA;6>0.The experimentaldatapointsarefromRef.30.



Pig.9"b.Polarizationcurvesfor%p-»x°nat7,10.8and 15GeV/cusingtheabsorptiveperipheralGottfried- Jacksonmodel,forthechoicesinAj6<0.The experimentaldatapointsarefromRef.30.



state a Una! state » % pt or taking all o. « 0, or all

elastic polarizations « 0, or different signs for these quan¬

tities, and so on. We have summarized the results in Table 9

where the values of polarization at t « -0.2 (OeV/o) for the

energies 7» 10.8, 15 GeV are given in each box. The •conditions'
column shows the type of initial (1) and final (f) states i A t

means initial state 1© ft"p and final state is x°n f 1 * t
means initial and final states are both x"pj a < 0 means the

oorreot (negative) values of a f a> 0 means + | a\ }

•pel. correct* means the * correct* elastic polarizations, i.e.

our best parameterization} pol. = 0 means zero elastic

polarization} 'pol. sign reversed* means correct magnitudes of

elastic polarization but signs reversed, i.e. x"p positive,

negative.

Since our best results were for QJ, sin A/5 > 0, f.i « 3.7»

let us examine this situation in some detail. Inspection of

Table 9 shows that the sign of polarization appears to be opposite

to that of a (apart from the 2 'pathological* points with values

13.9% and lh.1% which I shall explain shortly). If we take the

final state to be Wp then this is dearly true. Further, if

we reverse both the sign of a and the sign of the elastic

polarizations then the induced polarization becomes negative.

Let us investigate the reason for this.

For n as 3.7 (and in faot for m. « 1.85 but not ja » o) we

have, for the first few waves, VA > 0, VB < 0, and, very

roughly, 1vb| ~ 2 VA. Ther^ on application of the model,

VA-> (X + 1Y)VA } VB —> (X + iY)VB, which gives, for the

numerator of the polarization,
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'Absorptive

Conditions'

Gottfried-Jackson Model 'GJ'

Durand-Chiu Model 'DC'

sin Aj6 > 0 sin Aj6 < 0

'Correct'

i/f, a<0
pol. correct

22.6, 12.7, 8.2

- 8.9, - 8.2, - 7.1+

1+.8, 3.6, 3.0

7.1, 1.1, - 2.5

i#f, a>0
pol. correct

13.9, - 8.6, - 3.5 - 2.I+, - 0.7, 0.1+

2.7, 1.0, - 0.8 -19.1, -11+.2, -11.7

i=f=x~p
a<0

pol. correct

28.9, 17.0, 11.0 7.1, 5.1+, 1+.5

-13.6, -12.6, -11.1 2.2, - 1+.3, - 7.7

i=f=7c~p
a>0

pol. correct

-19.8, - 8.0, - 2.1+ - 1.5, 0.1+, 1.5

10.7, - 1.5, - 3.6 -27.1+, -21.1, -17.3

i^f, dzO
pol. correct

- 0.3, 1.7, 2.3 1.5, 1.6, 1.7

- 3.2, - 3.7, - 1+.2 - 7.6, - 7.3, - 7.6
i^f, a>0

pol. sign
reversed

-22.6, -12.7, - 8.2 - 1+.8, - 3.8, - 3.0

8.9, 8.2, 7.U - 7.1, - 1.1, - 2.5

i/f, a>0

pol = 0
li+.l, -11.3, - 6.3 - 3.1+, - 2.0, - 1.2

6.0, 1+.8, 3.5 -11+.9, - 9.0, - 5.5

i/f, a<0

pol = 0
-11+. 1, 11.3, 6.3 3.1+, 2.0, 1.2

- 6.0, - 1+.8, - 3.5 11+.9, 9.0, 5.5

Table 9» Predicted polarization percentages at 11J =0.2
(GeV/c)^ and p^ = 7,10.8,15 GeV/c are given for
different combinations of models and absorptive
conditions. The experimental values are

18 ± l6°/o (pL = 5.9) and 13 - 10°/o (pL = 11.2).
See text for explanation of 'conditions'.
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li^(Fl ~ (^Y.W.Ea)(IX.VBX6) - (Z.X VA-«AX^6.R&)
(2.36)

where

*) 2 (£h)]5M+ /2«o^ >0

s P««(<*»)}/z*&l >&

For the elastic parameterization, X > 0 and -> 1 and Y < 0

and —> 0. Thus we are taking the difference of 2 positive

quantities in (2.36) and the numerical result is negative. How¬

ever, if, say, Y were > 0 then the numerator would he

positive. What does the sign of Y depend upon? "e reoall

(see (2,31)) that

Y = L)&SL)
(2.37)

How (see discussion of QJ model in $ 2.U) X > 0 and the sign
of Y is the same as the sign of the imaginary part of the quan¬

tity under the square root sign. From (2.32) this imaginary part

has the form

+ [I- i~T+t- iwY )(e,T,;+ )
(2.38)
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The 1st and 3rd brackets are positive on account of the term *1*

(the 3rd bracket only just so for 7 GeV/c, s-wave, sin A /& > 0)
but the 2nd and hth brackets are negative and so the whole ex¬

pression is negative, (in the case i * f * ^""p, we have,

explicitly, Y=. Re. (T+J -vTv?) which is negative).

Now, the partial waves RiT+r, are obtained from
(2.1U) using refa, refb, as given by (2.30). The •Legendre

polynomial brackets* in (2.H4-) are positive and the result is that

the sign of y is directly related to the sign of
refa, refb. If these physical amplitudes are 0 throughout

the forward elastic peak, then the partial wave amplitudes are
> t

a).so ^ 0. For both % p (and sin A /& tL 0) the refa (and hence

all ) are negative because a< 0 and irafa is positive

at t « 0 (and proportional to <fT from the optical theorem).
From (2.30), with cos O ^ 1 in the forward peak, we have

imfa F sin (1 + small quantity) and so the sign of lmfa

does not change. Clearly, for both x~p, to make ti;
positive requires making refa positive, i.e. having a < 0.

The question of the sign of is not so clear cut

because a does not play a dominant role and the refb tend to

change sign in the forward peak. For x~p, the are

negative (refb is negative throughout the forward peak and, for

sin A./6 <0, becomes positive towards the end of it). For

&.TZ are positive (for both sin A/6 ^ 0 refb begins

positive and becomes negative at the end of the peak.) Thus from
the point of view of (2.38) the only quantity which is positive

la 1kTjf for 7c+p elastic and because this contributes to
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the •f* or x°n term, its positive effect is not felt.

If we make a > 0 then all the become positive

(the elastic polarization has little effect on the refa). Again,

it is difficult to generalize about the behaviour of &
for a > 0. Prom (2.30) we have

t€-|He r=. joi^l + (2.39)

and, for *pol » 0*,

s. It {*[lt
(2.1*0)

where the •-• refers to sin ft 0.

P sin ^ is positive. Take a > 0. For the choice slndjtf > 0,
-j-

(2.39) will give fe-T+w positive for x+p (cob Aj^ positive) and

will give •less negative1 for x""p (cos A 4 negative).
Also for sin A/rf > 0, (2.1*0) definitely gives &.T+7 positive

+

for a > 0 in both cases, x~p.

Thus, we now have some understanding of how the sign of a

affects the sign of the induced polarization, at least for model

GJ with sind/tf > 0, the situation which, in any case, gave the

best result.

The two *pathological values1 of 13.9 and ll*.l°/o (OJ,
sin A j6 > 0, see Table 9) that we mentioned before demand an

explanation. It is the following. At 7 GeV/c, in these two

cases with a > 0, the S-wave value of Y turns out to be

negative amd because the 8-wave values of VA, VB and Y are

dominant, the corresponding physical amplitudes give positive
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polarization. Why is Y then negative? We look again at (2*38)
for the S-wave. As we expect for a > 0, the 2nd and hth bracket8

are > 0. So is the 1st# Kit the 3rd bracket is <£ 0 and this

is just enough to make the whole expression < 0# This 3rd

bracket, in detail, is

i -i[u£+i4i) (2>la)

The numerical values of the four imaginary parts, in the order

they are written, are .h55t .h77» *5hl» -556 for the ,13#9* case,

and .hS5» .476, #531» .592 for the *lh«l' case. Hence the

expression (2.hi) is < 0. (The corresponding values at, say,

10.8 GeV/o are .hhh, .h57, .521, .537 and .hhh, .h56, .518, .561

which gives (2.hi) > 0). The values greater than .5 come from

lmfb (see 2.30). When polarization is zero (flh«l* ease) we have

->^T - Fh^t, j^O *(«♦«•))] ) ~ -"*))]
i <Z,U2)

and 1 + (1 + cos 9) ^ 3. No other contribution is as large as

this. When polarization is added sinAjrf is no longer fixed at

1 but still imfb is large, more so, relatively, for x~p since

cos 6 is initially < 0 than for x+p. This Is borne out by

the above numbers.

What we are saying is that a slight change in, say, the input

elastic data could have resulted in numbers which might have given

(2.hi) small and positive instead of small and negative in both

cases, and this in turn would have given a polarization comparable
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to 14°/o but with negative sign* Look, for example, at the results

for i » f (x+p data omitted) with a > 0. There are no

negative values for (2,41) the numbers corresponding to those

quoted above, being *455» *455* *541, *541* This gives a value

for (2.41) which is small and positive. It is an unfortunate

feature of the model that it is as sensitive as this, at 7 GeV/c,
to slight numerical changes in the input data.

Finally, we would like to know why our polarization curves

exhibit a decrease with increasing energy. We recall that

polarization is defined as a ratio .As before,

we can only examine the numerator at the 'partial wave level* of

(2.38). The sign of (2.38), let alone Its energy dependence was

rather difficult to discuss and hence any general conclusions we

might entangle from (2.38) concerning the energy dependence will

be both involved and unconvincing. However, inspection of the

denominator, ' 0 , suggests that the answer might lie there.
dr, ^ ^ Ar- day

Since x ~5k. and, in general for our model,

increases slightly with energy (see Table 7a) the denominator of
2

the polarization increases faster than k • If the numerator is

approximately constant then the magnitude of the polarization
2

decreases faster than k • Let us test this very simply for our

best solution (OJ, sinA/rf >0, m- ■ 3*7)« Approximately, for

PL « 7, 10.8, 15 GeV/c we have, respectively k * 6.25, 10, 14
(GeV/c)2 so that, for t * 0, IjI 65*5> 137, 220 mb (using
Table 7a) and the reciprocals of these values are in the ratio

27.5 • 13»1 I 8.2 compared with the actual (-t » 0.2 (GeV/c)2)
values of 22.6 • 12.7 I 8.2. The agreement is quite good. Thus,

roughly speaking, the energy dependence of the induced polarization
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dar
is inversely proportional to ^ .

This brings to an end our discussion of the absorptive

peripheral model. The Gottfried-Jackson model (1.20) has given

better* more consistent and more easily analysed polarisation

predictions than the Durand-Chiu model (1.36). Sign, magnitude

and energy dependence are quite good. Perhaps the most Important

aspect is the sign of the polarisation which seems largely to

depend on the sign of a working in conjunction with the spin

non-flip and spin flip, Peyrunan partial wave amplitudes VAJ,
VB"* whose values in turn depend on the magnetic part of the

p coupling• The magnitude of the polarisation depends on whether
<kr

sin A 6 0 and the energy dependence is determined by •

The unsatisfactory features are that, as always with a peripheral
d<r

jd , is bad and also that the absorptive factors have had to
be deduced from a rather ununified and *ad hoc* parameterisation

of the elastic data.

The results, however, are encouraging and we now turn to an

analysis of the problem in terra of Regge poles, an approach

which offers a unified description because the whole xN system

can be described (one hopes) in terms of the P, P* and ja

poles. The elaborate elastic parameterisations which were an

essential part of the peripheral calculation will be superseded

in a natural way by the Regge poles and the *Peynman f 1 will be
replaced by the *Regge jd '. We shall base the calculation entirely
on the Gottfried-Jaokaon model (1.20) and, without introducing any

parameters other than those of P, P* and p try to preserve the
dar

the existing goodness of a-t end at the same time predict a

polarization in the same way as we have done in this chapter.



CHAPTER 3

XN CHARGE EXCHANGE JL REGQE MODEL CALCULATION

As an extension of the previous chapter, we calculate the

XN charge exchange polarization using the Gottfried-Jackson

absorptive model (1.20) based, this time, on Regge jd exchange
with absorptive factors given by the Regge poles P, P* and •

3.1, V91* m)X*\8 Pftl?,liffs yid, Rfflfltfl.

Our calculations will be based on a comprehensive Regge

pole analysis of the XN system by R.J.N* Phillips and w.

Rarita*^. The actual XN Regge formalism has been presented

in detail by Slngh*^. The important first step is to determine

the contribution of each Regge pole to the XN invariant ampli¬

tudes A(s, t) and B(s, t). Singh finds it convenient to define

an amplitude A*(a, t) by

and then each Regge pole, i, contributes to A* and B according to

(3.1)

(3.2)

at high energy. The signature factor (see ^1.5) is given by
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-ivott
v

_ & - 1
(3>3)

Here, the label i denotes P, P* op j> , a^(t) is the trajectory,
2 2 Vi

E at (p^* ♦ m y2 is the total pion laboratory energy and E la
an arbitrary scale factor, taken to be 1 GeV. The aign - in (33)
is + for P and P* and - for j> • ci(t) a**4 D^(t) are
real functions related to the pole residues* The xN amplitudes

we are Interested in have the forms determined from t-channel ieo-

spin exchange (see 2.2 )

+ ftr' + (3.1»»)

* P\'r + fi'r, - Pt'j, (3>Wj)

r' TtV) = Rp 4- ft'p, (} Ub)

p! (*>-»''-) * tip (3.ua)

The helicity flip amplitudes, B, are similarly related*

In the low momentum transfer range considered, data fitting is

not very sensitive to the form of the trajectories aA(t)* Although
straight lines might have sufficed, Phillips and Rarlta (we shall

henceforth refer to them as PR) have used the 2-parameter curved

form suggested by Pignotti**2^

0(ft) = -1 H O+'WJ
(-4- <*(©) (3.5)
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the two parameters being the intercept and slope at t » 0, PR

plaoe the burden of the sharp diffraction peak in the residue

functions C^(t) and D^(t) giving them exponential "behaviour
in the small t region* For P and P* they choose the

empirical forma

CM = C„ -ft) [2*(*)+Qe.C,t'
m = D0 eP,t (3,6)

The factors (2a ♦ 1) in C(t) and a in D(t) are angular

momentum weight factors (generalisations of 2/41 and l). The

a(t) in C(t) 'kills' the 'ghost* state which would occur if the

trajectory went through a « 0 at t < 0, For the p pole, the
so-called 'crossover effect', i.e. the observation that the p

cross-sections cross over near |t{ » 0.05 (GeV/c) suggests

that the p residue functions may change sign, PR have used a
difference of exponentials

CM -- C0-(•) [2-M*i][_0vo) - & eCjtJ

DW = 0o»t(-^ [o+H) — H e

(3.7a)

(3.7b)

The 'ghost-killing* factor in C(t) is not needed for odd signature

and is replaced by a(0). Apart from that (3*7) reduces to (3,6)
when G and H are put equal to zero,

PR have presented k separate solutions, 1-h, for the xN

system using different forms and values of the parameters. We

shall base our calculations on 2 of their solutions, nos, 1 and 3*



Soln*
Regge pole

Co mb. GeV

C1 GeV-2

C3
ir-2
GeV

Do mb.

D1 GeV'2

D3 GeV"2

H

a(o)

a'(o)

P

6.35

2.51

_

-7.5

0.51

1

•3U

1

P'

19.6

h.oh

*■»

-101

8.1

.5

.3U

?

2.U5

5.6

o.iu

0.5

56.9

1.6U

0.31

0.9

•5h

.65

P

6.52

2.58

—

-11.b

0.90

-

-

1

•3U

3

P'

20.0

U.01

_

-101

8.1

_

_

1

.3i4-

f

2.U5

11.U

—

62.U

3.17

—

—

•5U

.78

Table10.Phillips-RaritaparametersforthethreexNReggepoles, P,P*ando
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Solutton 1 uses form (3-6) for P and P* and (3-7) for jo
and explains the dip and second maximum in xN charge exchange by

having sero near t « -0*6 (GeV/c)2. Solution 3 uses (3-6)
for P, P# and j* and offers no explanation for the second
maximum* The parameters involved are given in Tahle 10* Using

the expressions G^(t), D1(t) and a^t) and the relations (3-h)
one obtains A*(sf t) and B(a, t) for a typical xN process

and hence A(s, t) using (3-1)- These amplitudes may then be

inserted into, say, (2.10) and cross-sections, etc*, found as

before* One interesting and simplifying observation is that the

phase of any pole contribution is contained in the signature

factor and is the same for both A* and B* Using (3-3),

y 4.™^ . r . •
j ■= OrC 2. — t 4*0 T

(3*8>

Hence, for the P and Pv poles, we have, say

r 4- TWW ' r
~ wv 2_

whereas, for the p pole, we have

The residue and trajectory parameters, although, to a large

extent, initially arbitrary, are determined by fitting the formulae

to the data and this is the great difference between a dynamloal

model like the peripheral model which makes definite physical pre¬

dictions and the Regge formalism which, rather, provides a general

framework from which experimental quantities can be fitted* In
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obtaining their results, PR used 334 XN data points with 21

adjustable parameters for solution 1, giving = 504 and 322

points with 17 parameters for solution 3, giving * 502# These
+ +

data points include iCp total cross-sections and x~p elastic

and charge exchange differential cross-sections# Although they
+

have made no explicit fit to polarisations the x~p elastic

polarisations in fact turn out to be quite good, roughly 'mirror

images' and the values of a , i#e# r-p for * p are even
better, both being negative and the x~p being the greater. Of

course, charge exchange polarisation is predicted zero#

Let us say a word at this stage about the value of

defined as

* V/ *
V 2-_ V ' ( ~ y _ At^ ~ S , V M-nX* ! J ^ - Ix (3.9)

With no systematic errors in the data, i.e. only statistical errors,

and a perfect theory the value of X-* should be the number of

data points minus the number of adjustable parameters. One of the

regions where PS found that their l£~ was very large was, in fact,

the charge exchange cross-sections (of ref, 27) given there, at

5.9* 9.8, 13.3 and 18,2 GeV/c, The problem is a non-uniform energy

dependence, the rate of change comparing *5.9* with '18,2' being

greater than that obtained by comparing '9.8' with *13•3'» which is

Impossible to account for on the basis of only one Regge pole.

The data is also very accurate (with errors as small as 3°/o for

many points) and, in consequence, the 40 data pointa with jtj < 0,2
(OeV/o) contribute about 100 to X , Clearly, then, small

systematic differences between theory and experiment have a large
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calculation,

3.2. fF9Q<&We

As In the peripheral calculation, our objective ia to apply

elastic absorptive corrections to the Regge exchange of the

in the charge exchange process* The initial state x~p (see

3.!») 1« goreroed by the P. Vend poles end the final

state, x°n, (see 3.ho) by the P, P* • Now, clearly, since

the j> parameters have been chosen so that the jd , itself, fits
the charge exchange data an absorption model given, symbolically, by

is eertain, as it stands with the PR parameters, not to fit the

data, .'.hat we should do, of oourse, is to replace (3*hd) by (3*10)
and re-fit the whole xN system (excluding, like PR, the elastic

polarisations) by re-choosing the P, P' and j> parameters and
thereafter, as in the previous calculation, looking at the predicted

charge exchange polarisation. Instead, however, on a more modest

scale, we shall retain the P and P' parameters and vary only

the j> parameters in (3.10) in attempting to fit (3*10) to the
charge exchange differential cross-sections, with new values of

jo , of oourse, the x p elastic predictions must be different
but we hope that these cross-sections will differ only slightly

from the PR values. The reason for this optimism ia that, in the

(3.10)
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mediura GeV region, the charge exchange cross-section is only

about VlOO of the elastic cross-sections and so the P and Pf

must play by far the dominant roles* (This may not he true for
+

the x"p polarisations as we shall see later, hut PR do not

include these measurements in their ). The charge exchange

data we shall fit are given hy ref* 275 4 energies, 5.9, 9,8,

13*3 and 18*2 OeV/c and 15 values of momentum transfer,

—t ■ 0, *01, *03, *05, *07, *09, *12, *16, *21, *28, *38, »45t

•59, *85 and .80 (QeV/o) • The last 2 points are omitted when

we use solution 3* Thus, for solution 1 we have 60 xN (charge

exchange) points and, for solution 3, 52 points. The fits that

PR have obtained for these solutions and these points are

X,2" = 147 (17 + 32 + 45 + 53) and X2" « 127 (22 + 19 + 68 + 18),

Furthermore, in keeping with our lemarka of j> 1.6 we shall
retain, aa fixod, a (t) and only vary the p parameters CQ,
D0, Cj and for solution 3 and Ce, D0, C^, D^, C^, D^, 0 and H
for solution 1* CQ and DQ are important in fixing the
magnitude of the cross-section and and determine the

rate of fall-off. The G, C, structure of (3*7a) gives C(t)

aero at Itl • 0*2 to effect the x~p crossover and Uic

H, Dj structure of (3.7b) gives D(t) aero at (t| « 0.55 to
explain the dip and second maximum which ia observed near

|t\ a 0.6 (GeV/c )2.

3.3 Absorptive Corrections

The elastic absorptive factors that we require for the

Gottfried-Jackson model (see equation 2.31) are very simply

found in comparison with the peripheral calculation. v/e evaluate

the amplitudes A* and B for the 3 poles, add them up according
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to (3*Ua) and (3.Uc), using (3.1) to obtain A(s, t) and then
find f..(s, t) using (2,10). Hie elastic partial wave aapli-

T "I1

tudes P?\(8) are obtained by Integrating the physical amplitudes
TV

f
^ (s, t) through -1 ^ cos es ^ +1 according to (2.31*.) (see

TV

Appendix 1). Hie (dlaens ionless) S-matrix elements (2,15) are then

found. Of course, we are agrfn involved in taking square roots of

complex quantities and the remarks of § 2.it are again applicable.
Hie real and imaginary parts of 7 Jst+9 »ay

X + iY, for our final choice of p parameters (which we shall
present shortly) are given for solutions 1 and 3 in Table 11.

Also shown are the values obtained when the effect of the jd is
omitted (this means that the initial state is also x°n). This

table should be compared with the corresponding values in Table 6
for the 'ad hoc' elastic psrameterlsatlons that were used in the

peripheral calculation. Hie gross features are the same I X is

positive and -> 1, Y is negative and —> 0. However, in the

Regge case, these limits are reached much more slowly (values of
X greater than 0,99 occur only at about the 15th partial wave

compared with the 3rd or bth in the peripheral ease). Also,

the magnitude of Y is a maximum not for the S-wave but for

the D or even F wave,

fiesu;ts Dispuaqlpp.

Our operational procedure, although straight-forward is

rather lengthy, For solutions 1 and 3 in turn we cycled

over the variable p parameters and calculated the corresponding
X*" for either the 60 or 52 charge exchange points. Fortunately,

there is little correlation between the various parameters (they
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i = f
0

= % n i = 7+ p
■p 0f = % n

Solution 1 Solution 3 Solution 1 Solution 3

PL L X Y X Y X Y X Y

5.9 0 .328 -.225 .337 -.239 .317 -.221+ .322 -.226
It 1 .283 -.277 .295 -.269 .277 -.263 .286 -.261
If 2 .291+ -.275 .303 -.268 .283 -.260 .299 -.263
ft 3 .360 -.23U .360 -.236 .31+3 -.221 .361 -.235
ft 1+ .1+63 -.181 .1+52 -.189 .1+1+1 -.169 •1+59 -.190

9.8 0 .391 -.177 .1+01 -.186 .383 -.172 .390 -.176
1!

ft

1

2

a355
•31+3

-.211

-.226

.366

.351+

-.208

-.218

.3U9

.336

-.202

-.215

.358

.31+8

-.201

-.213
ft

If

3

1+

.360

.1+01+

-.219

-.195

•367
.U05

-.211+

-.195
..•351
.391

-.208

-.185
.361+
.1+05

-.191+
-.168

13.3 0 .1+23 -.153 • 1+33 -.161 .1+16 -.11+9 .1+23 -.152
ft

ff

ft

II

1

2

3....
1+

.392

.376

•379

.1+01

-.179

-.195

-.198
-.188

.1+03
• 387

.388

.1+06

-.i79

-.190
- .192

-.185

.386

.371

.372
• 392

-.172

-.187

-.189
-.179

• 395

.382

.381+

.1+05

-.172

-.185

-.188.
-.182

18.2
it

ii

0_
1

2

.1+51

.1+26

.mo

-.133

-.152

-.167

.1+62

.U63

.1+20

-.139
- ♦153
-.161+

.1+1+6

.1+21

.1+01+

-.3.29

-.11+7
-.161

.1+53

.1+29

.1+15

-.132

-.11+7

-.159
it

II

3

1+

.1+05

.1+13

-.17U

-.173

.1+11+

.1+20

-.169
-.168

.399

.1+06
-.167

-.165

.1+10

.1+18

-.165

-.165

Table 11. Real and imaginary parts of Gottfried-Jackson

absorptive factors X + iY =^js^++S^ JS^++S^_
with and without the effect of the "new* ^ (see
Table 12) included • Compare with Table 6a which

gave the corresponding factors for the peripheral

calculation.
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each tend to do different 'jobs1) and the region of heat solution

can he found by inspection of each % • For each set of j>

parameters the production of the resultant X*~ is somewhat

tedious* In each case one must decompose the P, P* and f>

physical amplitudes into partial waves (we produce ho of these

at k energies for each pole and each partial wave is an integral

calculated by a UO-point Gaussian quadrature; see Appendix 1),
rearrange these waves into correct Initial and final states,

produce the Gottfried-Jackson square root factors, modify the

partial waves according to (2*31) and then sum these up to obtain

the new physical amplitudes* These then give the cross-section,

polarisation and X * Of course, suoh a procedure was necessary

for the peripheral calculation as well but then the calculation

was done only once, no cycling over parameters being involved.

Hie new values of the p parameters for both solutions are

given In Table 12* In Table 13 we give the corresponding fits

to the charge exchange differential cross-sections along with the

PR values for the same points. The values of are 266

(solution 1) and 231 (solution 3) compared with lh7 and 127 by PR*

Of course, we have used only 6 adjustable parameters for solution 1,

and k for solution 3§ eonp&red with 21 and 17 by PR* We found

difficulty in fitting the lowest 2 energies simultaneously and a

compromise gave a high J?~ • If anything, the energy dependence

of the cross-sactions is Improved (lessened) by the absorption

(see the values of at, say, |t| * .01 (GeV/c)2) and,
in this aspect, there is some similarity with the peripheral

calculation* The fit, despite the X** » is good and it would be



Regge pole

o-inSol

Co mb. GeV

C1 GeV"2

°3 GeV-2

G

Do mb.

D1 GeV"2

D3

GeV2

H

a(o)

a'(o)

?

1

3.U2

U.8

0.7

.63

71.U

1.53

0.22

.51

.5U

.65

3

3.61

6.1

-

72.25

1.65

"

-

•5U

.78

Table12.NewvaluesforthêReggepoleparametersobtainedfroma leastsquaresfitofthenewmodeltothechargeexchange differentialcross-section.



Sol

'/hose

p

momentumtransfer,Itl,in(GeV/c)
fit?

PL

0

.01!

T

.03;
.05'
.07i
.09

.12

.16

.21!
.28

CMj

CT\j

.85'
•55:
.65'
.80

3.9

387

385

U2h

8-28!

hO9

3781
320

28-1

158

78

32

11

6

6

6

PR

9.8

218

280

261

260

28-6

225

187

138:

88

82j

161

6

3

3

3

187

13.3

16b

181

195!
193

181

l6h

135

98

62

29

11!

8

2

2

2

1

18.2

123

135

lhh1
18-2

132

119

97

70

83

20

7

2

1i

1

1

X

%9

320

J60

h02!
ho9

393

368

309

232

150

72

27

8

8

6

6

JNJW

9.8

219

28-2

266

266

253

231

193

18-3

91

83

16

5

2

3

3

268

13.3

172

189

205

20h

192

175

18-5

105

66

31

11

3

1

2

2

18.2

131

185

157

155

18-5

131

107

77

87

22

8

2

1

1

1

5.9

378

hi5

h20

hoh

373

316

239

155

80

36

13

—

_

one-box

PR

9.8

-

235

25h

258-

28-1

220

182

133

85

82

18

6

2

"

—

127

13.3

—

177

189

188

176

159

|130

9h

59

28

18

8

1

—

-

3

18.2

—

132

lhO

137

128

115

93

70

80

19

8

3

1

-

5.9

336

365

396

hoi

386

359

307

218

153

75

28

7

1

_

JNJW

9.8

231

2h7

262

260

28-7

226

190

lhl

90

83

16

! 8

0

251

13.3

180

193

20h

200

187

170

18-1

103

65

;30

11

! 2

0

18.2

132

;1U5

156

153

118-2

128

ioh

78

j86
121

7

2

,0
!

—

Table13.Pitstothechargeexchangedifferentialcross-section.Comparisonofourmodel
_2

withthatofPhillipsandRarita.Valuesaregiveningb/(GeV/c)
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difficult to separate the new curves from the PR curves on a

logarithmic plot* btor solution 1, we see that the Saddle*
near |t| » 0.6 (GeV/c) la reproduced*

The predictions of the model for the charge exchange polarisa¬

tion are drawn in Figures 10 a and 10 h* The agreement with the

measured data is extremely good - better than we had any reason to

expect. The sign and energy dependence are correct and* unlike

the peripheral predictions* the curves show a pronounced dip

between |t| * 0,2 and 0*3 (GeV/e) * a feature which can be
discerned from the data* In the region of interest* the maximum

values for solution 3 are almost twice those of solution 1 and*

despite the large experimental errors, solution 3 seems to fit

the magnitude of the polarisation better* The second maximum

near \t| * 0*55 (OeV/c)2 which is seen in the solution 1

curves is probably connected with the dip and saddle in the

erose-sectlon.

In the same spirit as we examined the peripheral model

polarisations in the last ohapter* we might think it enlightening

to investigate the intermediate details of the Regge calculation.

In Table 14* we show the first few values of the new j> partial
wave amplitudes and also the results of their modification by the

absorptive factors (for comparison see Table 7), At once* we

realise that an assessment of the situation at this partial wave

level will be almost impossible for two main reasons* at least.

Firstly* the p itself is a complex quantity* in comparison with
the real VAJ and VB^ of the peripheral model, and hence the

real and imaginary parts of the modified p partial wave amplitudes
will be complicated combinations of the p partial wave amplitudes



Polarization (Percent.)

Pig•10a•
Polarizationcurvesfor%~p—>7t°nat5»9»9.8, 13.3and18.2GeV/cusingtheabsorptiveRegge Gottfried-Jacksonmodel,fortheparameterization

ofsolution3.Theexperimentaldatapoints arefromRef.30.



13.3and18.2GeV/cusingtheabsorptiveRegge Gottfried-Jacksonmodel,fortheparameterization ofsolution1.Theexperimentaldatapoints arefromRef.30.



and the absorptive factors. Secondly, the S-wave is by no means

dominant, the same order of magnitude persisting for several waves.

Thus, we have gone a stage further and have given, in Table

15, some values of the final -physical amplitudes (refa, imfa, refb,

imfb) along with the corresponding values for the original PRj>.
,/e have shown only the results for solution 3 (those for solution

1 are identical as regards sign and only slightly different as

regards magnitude). We see that the absorption has had the effect

of altering the original amplitudes in a manner subtle enough to

give the positive polarization* we recall that the sign is pro¬

portional to (imfa.refb - refa.Imfb). In practically all cases

this is a subtraction between negative quantities and because the

absorption reduces the amplitude imfa much more, relatively, than

the others the second negative quantity (refa.imfb) has the greater

magnitude and hence the positive sign is obtained. In solution 3»

imfa is more reduced by the absorption than in solution 1 and

this is why the polarizations have different magnitudes. There are

two other observations that can be made from Table 13. Firstly,

the numerator of the polarization decreases both with |t( and with
d<r i.1 <jLcr

s. The denominator# £ijL ~ x" » varies little with energy

since falls like s • Thus the energy dependence of the

polarization lies only in the numerator which is a subtraction between

amplitudes which decrease with energy. Secondly, we note how large the

heliclty flip amplitudes are in relation to the helicity non-flip

amplitudes. This gross feature is not affeoted by the nodel.

The question now remains as to whether the new values we have
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Solution 3 Solution 3

' new'y
' new1 f corrected for

absorption

PL I Re<+ : ImSJ
++ R< IraS+.

T T ' T

ReS ImS : ReS
++ +

ImSJ
+ -

5.9 0 .562 _ 1,032 + .OOSL -.00"Z_ .995 ■ .015 .0011-.001+
?! _.JL ...963_ _ .029 ...018 -.010 „.99.7__ .018 .002 I-.009
!t 2 .965 .026 .027 {-.017 .996 .017 .003 i-.012
?! 3 .969 .023 .03U -.020 .99U .016 .007 ;—.015
?! 1+ • 976 .020 .037 -.022 .993 . .011+ .013 '-.017

9.8 0 .972 .023 .005 -.001+ .997 .011+ .001 -.002

It 1 .973 .022 .010 -.007 .995 .013 .002 -.005
?! 2 .973 .021 .015 -.011 .995 .013 .OO3 -.007
1! 3 .975 .619 .020 -.013 .995 .012 .005 -.090
?! b .977 .018 .021+ -.015 .99U .012 .007 -.011

13.3 0 .977 .019 .001+ -.003 .993 .012 .001 -.002

It i .977 .019 .007 -.OO5 • 99U .011 .002 -.003
If 2 .978 .018 .011 -.007 .995 .011 .003 -.005
1!

3 .978 .017 .011+ -.010 .995 .011 .001+ -.006
It b .980 .016 .017 -.011 .995 .010 .005 -.008

18.2 0 .981 .019 .003 -.002 .993 .010 .001 -.001
it l .981 .019 .005 -.001+ .991+ .010 .002 -.002
it 2 .981 .018 .008 -.005 .995 .010 .002 -.003
it 3 .982 .017 .010 -.007 .995 .010 .003 -.005
it b .982 .016 .012 -.008 -995 .009 .001+, -.005

Table 11+. Regge model, solution 3» showing the partial

wave amplitudes of the 'new' ^ and the effect
of absorption on them.



1

1 new1̂

withabsorptive
factors
Original(Phillips-Rarita)

Num. of

PL

t

Rcfa

Imfa

Refb

Imfb

Refa

Imfa

Refb

Imfb

Polar11, (mb)

.03

.286

.129

-5.U9

-1+.09

.387

•385

-6.08

-6.Oli
.Obh

.09

.199

.081

-1+.11+

-3.31

.289

.311+

-1+.66

-5.08

.061

5.9

.12

.155

.057

-3.35

-2.80

.236

.275

-3.82

-U.l+5

.052

.21

.079

.020

-1.75

-1.65

.11+0

.197

-2.10

-2.97

.027

.36

.028

-.000

-0.55

-0.58

.061+

.125

-0.76

-1.1+8

.006

.05

.237

.13U

-6.32

-5.26

.332

.3U5

-7.09

-7.37

.050

.09

.11+8

.080

-U.35

-3.96

.229

.266

-5.00

-5.82

.039

9.8

.12

.105

.033

-3.21

-3.12

.175

i-o

CM

CM

.

-3.78

-1+.80

.035

.21

.01+0

.016

-1.25

-1.1+1+

.087

.11+3

-1.61+
-2.68

.016

.36

.021

.005

-O.63

-0.80

.056

.110

-0.93

-1.81

.003

.05

.293

.185

-8.69

-7.19

.393

.389

-9.65

-9.59

JDkbt
.01+1

.09

.195

.122

-6.38

-5.71

.283

.307

-7.23

-7.88

I3.3

.12

.11+5

.090

-5.05

-IN78

.225

.262

-5.83

-6.79

.031+

.21

.061+

.038

-2.1+8

-2.73

.123

.175

-3.06

-U.33

.0]5

.36

.018

.008

-O.69

-0.-91

.053

.102

-1.01+
-2.02

.003

.05

.299

.202

-10.32

-8.71+

.398

.392

-11.1+7

-11.36

.01+1

.09

.199

.136

-7.50

-6.89

.286

.307

-8.50

-9.21+

.037

18.2

.12

.114-6

.100

-5.89

-5.71+

.225

.259

-6.80

-7.91

.030

.21

.058

.01+1

-2.81
' -3.21+

.116

.167

-3.U8

-1+.96

.012

.36

.011+

.009

-0.75

-1.09

.01+8

.09U

-1.16

-2.25

_^QQ2

Ta"ble15.Realandimaginarypartsofthephysicalamplitudes(inmb/2)comparing theabsorptiveReggemodelwiththePhillips-Raritamodel.The numeratorofthecorrespondingpolarizationisalsogiven.
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selected for the p parameters have a drastic effect on the
t

PR Regge fits to the x p elastic data. We can obtain a rough

estimate of the difference if we examine the elastic cross-

section at t « 0. Then we have \&0~ ^ and
Ki») using (2.10) and (3.1). Ftor, »«y» *~P

scattering

R%) -- t\\(o)+

•+ C{ IM)
~ Ctf-c!) + a (icIv cf+. c/)

taking aP(0) m 1 and a (0) » a (0) • .5. Hence

i'l -(c:-c:tArC3d^:\c:)iL*'f* (3.11)

The PR values for C^, and CQ are 6.55» 19#6 and 2.1*5
(mb. GeV) for solution 1 and 6.52, 20.0 and 2.1*5 (mb. GeV) for
solution 3. we wish to find the effect of putting CQ « 3.1*2
(rah. GeV) in solution 1 and CQ » 3.61 (sib* GeV) in solution 3.
A simple numerical comparison using (3.11) shows that the difference

between cross-sections, for both solutions, is less than 3°/o.
We have, in fact, tested the accuracy of this rough assessment

by performing a fit to the elastic data using 156 data points.

13 values of t at 6 energies for x""p (7, 8.9, 10.8, 13.0, 15 and
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17 GeV/c) and at 6 energies for x+p (6,8, 8,8, 10,8, 12,8,

1U,8 and 16,7 GeV/c), The data is from ref, 39, For solution 1

and these points, PR obtain )« 197» our result is
r 2_

"JL m 208J for solution 3» PK obtain ■ 210 ; our result
is 20k, Thus, the effect of the new f> on ^ (elastic)
is negligible.

However, as we mentioned earlier, the effect of the new

on the elastic polarisations might be greater. The reason is as

follows. By simple algebraic manipulation using (3*1)> (2,10) and

(2,11), we find that the magnitude of xN polarisation can be

written as

p_ _ ^9IbicJS (3.12)

Again for, say, x~p we have

ft' = ftp + Ap< + rtr
» Bp + Bp/ + E^>

Assuming that A* is small (this is implicitly demonstrated

in Table 15» since at t » 0, fa is ♦pure* A* ) and remembering

that corresponding A* *s and B*s have the same phase, we obtain

the behaviour

The first term dominates and, because it occurs with different

sign in x+p and tCp , we see that the jd not only controls
the magnitude of the elastic polarisation but determines the sign.



modificationinthenewabsorptiveReggemodelfor 4-

elasticscatteringusingsolution1.Thedata
(at6GeV/c)arefromRef.32.
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We suspect, then, that changes in the j> parameters must have
a greater effect on the elastic polarisations than on the cross-

sections. However, it turns out that the basic form of the PR

curves (and of the data) are retained in our model although the

values and, in some oases, the points where the curves go

through sero are altered. Topical examples of PR and new curves

are drawn in Figure 11.

Thus, as a Regge pole explanation of XR charge exchange

data, the replacement of the f> Itself by the p corrected for
absorption leads to a cross-section which is only slightly worse

than the original (PR) result (see the X2" differences) and gives

a remarkably good fit to the polarisation measurements, Figures

10. Furthermore, bearing In mind that we varied only the

residue functions, we observe (with a certain sense of relief?)
that the elastic cross-sections have not suffered at all and that

the elastic polarizations, which, we repeat, PR did not fit, are

altered only slightly and not in essence. From the physical

point of view, the important observation is that the polarisation

results have been achieved without the introduction of parameters

other than those already 'in use* but rather by the application of

a plausible physical principle utilising nothing more than the

existing Regge poles of the XN system.
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CONCffliM

The results of the calculations appear to provide considerable

justification for the accurate inclusion of absorptive effects,

at least in charge exchange, as a mechanism for inducing the

second-order effect of polarization* Using the Gottfried-

Jackson square-root model in the Peynman j> exchange calculation,
where absorption is an accepted and * respectable* refinement, the

induced polarization and especially its sign, is seen to depend
. Ra-F I

largely on the phase of the forward elastic amplitude, * —
^

and, through p. (« 3*7)» on the magnitude of the magnetic coupling

of ji to the nucleon current* The polarization curves, (Pig, 9)»
fit the data well. They do not increase rapidly with increasing

momentum transfer because the corresponding differential oross-

section, that is, the denominator of the polarization, * falls off*

very slowly in the model, failing badly to fit the cross-section

data*

Application of the same philosophy to the exchange of the

Regge j> was, automatically, the next step* However, there la
no precedent for this, the combination of absorptive effects and

the Regge model having been regarded as a vague and perhaps

ambiguous concept. The position adopted by the author was, and to

a lesser extent, still is, somewhat tentative* There are two

points to be reiterated* As discussed in ^1.6, the assurqptlon
that trajectories are infinite (see Van Hove, ref, 2H) allows the

deduction of Regge behaviour from the summation of Peynman exchanges.

The individual absorptive corrections when applied, acceptably, to
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each exchange may he factored out so that a correction to the sum

of the exchanges, i.e. to the Regge form, is ultimately obtained.

In this sense, the absorption may be regarded as a modification of

Feynman graphs and hence is not in conflict with previous notions.

Secondly, if the phenoraenolbgist believes that * the proof of the

pudding is in the eating' then the actual results of applying

Gottfried-Jackson corrections to the Regge j> exchange may be
taken as ample evidence for the validity of the whole procedure.

The polarisation curves (Fig. 10) are correct as regards sign,

order of magnitude and, probably, energy dependence (the data has

large errors)• An interesting observation is the correspondence

between the shapes of the differential cross-section and

polarization for each Regge solution. Whereas we would not accept

that, as solution 3 results indicate, the polarization 'blows up*
with increasing momentum transfer which is clearly a direct oonse-

quenoe of the (incorrect) exponential decrease of the of

solution 3, we would believe that the solution 1 results are the

more accurate for large (t| since they predict, at

|t( ^ 0.6 (GeV/c) , that the polarisation has a maximum

turning value and that the cross-section has a minimum turning

value, this latter feature being borne out by the data. This 1b

a point worthy of mention.

One important question which remains is - why, precisely, does

the Regge model with absorption give the correct polarization? For

example, why does it predict a positive sign? Analytically, this

is extremely difficult to answer because the absorption is applied
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at the level of partial wave* and not physical, amplitudes and

these combine In a complicated way which is not dominated by the

S or P waves, A pattern exists among the physical amplitudes

of the model but cannot be explained. Accepting that the notion

of absorption is 'good physical sense* then the polarization is

the result of injecting some extra 'physics' into the Regge model.

Perhaps the important point is that, by the nature of this 'physics',
the new Regge model employs no additional parameters. The three

tN Regge poles, P, P* and which accounted satisfactorily

for the whole system before the charge exchange polarization

measurements were made, are again sufficient to describe it.
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APPEamx l

Gaussian Quadrature

The typical integration (2,110 was performed using a

UO-point Gaussian approximation. We set

polynomial of degree ho), and the a^ are corresponding weights
•o chosen that the formula is exact when f(x) is a polynomial

of degree lees than 80, Values of x^ and a^ are given in
standard tables relating to numerical methods. The partial waves

obtained in Chapter 2 from the elastic parameter!zations were

found by integrating only over the forward peaks, and not from

-1 to +1 in cos 9>, because the Foley form for the elastic

cross-section (2,25) is only valid for small t. However, the

transformation x » lr(l + a) - K1 - a)X gives

«H>

J1' (A2)

2
where a is the value of cos £ corresponding to t » -0,75 (GeV/o)
in that case.

In each calculation, the first UO partial waves were computed
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because it was found that the typical summations (2.12) were

convergent in the region of I ^ 20-30, depending on energy.

Since the JiOth partial wave involves P^(x) the integrations
are, in theory, exact. The convergence of the summations, that

is, the consistency of the whole method, was tested by re-summing

partial waves obtained from a known physical amplitude and checking

to see if this amplitude was re-produced. The aocuracy obtained
3

was never worse than one part in 10 and very often better than
h

one part in 10 . We thus have the greatest confidence in the

numerical work.
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Useful aids to calculation

(1) The kinematics of the charge exchange reaction x~p -+ x°n
are straightforward. In transforming from Laboratory to centre-of-

mass coordinates we assume the target protonv mass M» to he at

rest and the incident pion, mass m, to have 3-aoaentum so

that, conserving the squared h-moraentum, we have, in the usual

units h « c • If

(m -v - h. = + /mM?)
where k is the magnitude of the common centre-of-mass 3-mooentum,

The solution of this equation la

^ = "k/O •+■
In terras of the momenta of Pig, 5 (p. 55) we then define

a = * (fw +

t S flt\-fef - - (*.■» -2k1-(I- c«^)

U =(K" ij1" = ^ 2**-+ A -t
(The crossed t-channel process, x~*°—> pn, is obtained from

Fig. 5 by letting px -p1# q2 -q2. if we call the pion
3-momentum £ and the nucleon 3-moraentum j> then energy conservation
implies m^ + q^ • + p^« The values of s and t are
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*£ (-kf = - (i-'+t1-
t;B-WT =

The value of u ia again given by 2M2 + 2m2 - s - t)

(ii) The XN 'd-functiona* are defined by (2, ), via,,

- tW*)
±Vj- 7^0 -*■)

Legendre polynomials are generated from the recursion formula

(M - *.&,(*)
beginning with PQ(x) » 1» pi(x) * x*

(iii) Since he = 1,9732 x 10""** JSeV.cm the choice of units

h = c = 1 expresses length in terms of MeV*"1, The unit of
—27 2

croaa-section ia defined aa mb * 10 ' cm. Hence we obtain

the very necessary and important dimension relation
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